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About PwC
Connecticut is a vibrant and growing business community. With more
than 865 partners and staff in our Hartford and Stamford offices, PwC
is committed to serving this state and its many thriving industries,
including insurance.
As a leading provider of assurance, tax and advisory services to insurance
companies, we have extensive experience helping this rapidly changing
industry innovate for growth and profitability.
Globally, we have more than 223,000 people in 157 countries. Our global
network of specialists has a proven record of helping insurers, in Connecticut
and around the world, to accelerate their pace of innovation and change in
order to address shifting customer behaviors, evolving distribution channels,
an increasing regulatory environment, new products and services, and the
overall competitive landscape.
Learn more at www.pwc.com.

About Connecticut Insurance &
Financial Services Cluster (CT IFS)
The Connecticut Insurance and Financial Services Cluster (CT IFS), formed
in 2003, is a strategic corporate initiative of the MetroHartford Alliance that
is designed to create a stronger IFS industry and a more robust economy
in Connecticut. Leaders from business, state government and academia
collaborate to foster growth among all of the industry’s segments. CT
IFS is comprised of 32 industry leaders whose shared vision is to create
competitive advantages in business development, employment growth and
retention, to assist with recruitment and education of a trained workforce
and to increase public awareness through advocacy.
Learn more at www.connecticutIFS.com.

A message from PwC
This 2016 Connecticut insurance market brief (Brief) is the latest in a series
of reports on the insurance industry in Connecticut and its connection to the
global insurance ecosystem. Additionally, this Brief is a companion document
to the Insurance Market Summit (Summit) event held on November 10, 2016.
As we planned this year’s Brief and Summit, we wanted to build upon our
previous themes of change and disruption by emphasizing the pace of
innovation that will be required to address these drivers. Traditional timeframes
are being challenged by new ideas, technologies and a new generation of
employees and consumers. And, we only expect these timeframes to accelerate.
Therefore, as you read this year’s Brief, please pay close attention not only to
what is happening in the world and our industry, but how fast it is happening,
and be sure to execute your business plans with similar speed.
It has been a pleasure working with the Connecticut Insurance and Financial
Services Cluster on the Brief and Summit and our sincere thanks goes to all
who have participated. Through continued teamwork and investment in the
industry, we can all play a part in helping Connecticut increase our pace of
innovation and change.

Paul V. Veronneau
Principal and Hartford Advisory Services Leader
PwC

A message from CT IFS
The insurance industry is being disrupted by new technologies, advanced
analytics, higher customer expectations and more. Connecticut’s insurance
industry is rapidly outpacing the norm, meeting these challenges with existing
strengths and new capabilities. Nearly 59,000 insurance professionals in
Connecticut answer the challenge daily: the sharpest minds and technological
vanguard not only manage, but advance through the boundless pace of
innovation and change.
The 2016 Connecticut insurance market brief, published in collaboration with
PwC, dives deeper into the industry’s ongoing transformation with perspectives,
data and trends that illustrate the changing insurance enterprise and cement
Connecticut’s title as the Insurance Capital of the World, where unique talent and
cognitive approaches are shaping the future of insurance.
The pace of change for insurance continues to accelerate, driving new products
and consumer choices toward the unfamiliar and emergent. Rest assured, it’s
the exceptional risk managers, underwriters, actuaries, cyber experts and IT
visionaries, and the myriad of service providers of this dynamic industry who are
leading the charge for the world—and they call Connecticut home.

Susan Winkler
Executive Director
CT IFS

Michael Klein
Chair, CT IFS and
EVP, President,
Personal Insurance
Travelers

Oz Griebel
President and Chief
Executive Officer
MetroHartford Alliance
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“There are so many changes, at such an
unprecedented pace, that the ability to
rapidly innovate, prioritize and execute
is more important than ever. Technology
has been and will continue to enable the
biggest and fastest change, but only as
fast as human adoption allows. Therefore,
insurers must consider both the pace
of technology maturity and the pace of
human adoption in their decision to pursue
emerging technologies.”

“The rapid pace of change and innovation
permeating the industry is generating
demands that traditional insurance
products and services weren’t designed to
meet. It’s an exciting time that presents
both new risks and new opportunities.
Companies must be willing to embrace the
change and be prepared to respond, or they
risk being left behind.”
Michael Klein
EVP, President,
Personal Insurance
Travelers

Paul Veronneau
Principal and Hartford
Advisory Services Leader
PwC
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The year in review

The insurance industry has been making history in Connecticut for more than 200 years. Below is a
timeline of representative events1 over the past year that are contributing to our state’s long and deep
insurance historical roots. Please refer to our previous Connecticut insurance market publications for key
events prior to November 2015.

Timeline of events
November 2015
•

MassMutual acquired Viability Advisory Group
which provides tools to help financial advisors
quantify the value of employer-sponsored
retirement plans.

•

Hartford Steam Boiler invested in Augury, whose
sensor technology “listens” to machines to
predict and help prevent breakdowns to HVAC
equipment and other building machinery.

•

Navigators opened its fourth Connecticut office
in Farmington.

•

The US Department of Health and Human
Services joined OptumLabs, the collaborative
healthcare research and innovation center
co-founded by Optum and Mayo Clinic, as a
research partner.

January 2016

2

•

Conning acquired Octagon Credit Investors, LLC.

•

Aetna launched a new ACO product with its
provider partners Hartford Healthcare and Value
Care Alliance.

•

Symetra Life Insurance Company celebrated its
40th anniversary as a medical stop-loss provider.

•

Get Hired, Connecticut’s largest
insurance and financial services career
fair for college students was held
January 5th at the Hartford Marriott
Downtown. A record 515 students
turned out seeking internships and
full-time employment in 25 insurers
and other financial services employers
with headquarters or operations
in Connecticut.

February 2016
•

The Connecticut Insurance Department licensed
RCX Insurance Company as a new captive insurer
in the state.2

•

XL Group plc acquired Allied International
Holdings, Inc., the holding company of Allied
Specialty Insurance, Inc. and T.H.E. Insurance
Company, a leading insurer of the outdoor
entertainment industry in the US.

•

Symetra Life Insurance Company joined
Sumitomo Life to become a global life insurer.

•

Northwestern Mutual opened a new District Office
in Hartford.
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March 2016
•

Conning launched an investment solutions
business focused on developing tailored
outcome-oriented investment solutions for
insurance companies and pension plans globally.

•

UnitedHealthcare and Qualcomm launched a new
wellness program that links financial incentives
with the use of wearable devices. This is the first
in a series of collaborations to develop and deliver
connected health solutions to employers and
consumers across the US.

Connecticut is a
captive place

Connecticut welcomes 2 more
captive insurers in 2016

April 2016
•

•

The Hartford launched an energy practice to
provide specialized underwriting, insurance
coverage and risk management services for
energy companies. The Hartford also expanded
its insurance capabilities for the international
risks of US businesses and has teamed with
AXA Corporate Solutions to offer local insurance
coverage in up to 150 countries.
Hartford Steam Boiler received permission from
the Federal Aviation Administration to fly drones
to help customers identify exposures, manage
risks and prevent loss.

1

RCX Insurance Company

2

CT Prime

Source: Connecticut Insurance Department

May 2016
•

MassMutual celebrated its 165th anniversary.

•

ConnectiCare commemorated 35 years of
providing high-quality health plans to the people
of Connecticut.

June 2016

July 2016
•

MassMutual acquired the MetLife Premier
Client Group.

•

Thirty-one high school and college students
participated in CT IFS’ 8th annual Actuarial Boot
Camp hosted by Prudential Retirement. The
camp provided students exposure to the actuarial
profession and featured in-depth, actuary-led
math instruction to prepare them for actuarial
careers within Connecticut companies.

•

Hartford Steam Boiler celebrated its 150th
anniversary.

•

CT Prime, which will be managed by the Capitol
Region Education Council, was licensed as
captive insurer in the state.3

•

Navigators celebrated the 30th anniversary of its
IPO on the NASDAQ stock exchange.

•

•

Phoenix became a privately held, wholly owned
subsidiary of Nassau Re, and Nassau Re is now
headquartered in Hartford.

XL Group plc completed redomestication
to Bermuda from Ireland with a new holding
company name, XL Group Ltd.

•

Bouvier Insurance acquired a new building
in Waterford to further expand its southern
Connecticut footprint.

•

The Hartford acquired Maxum Specialty
Insurance Group.

•

Cigna significantly upgraded its Bloomfield
headquarters to improve the health and wellbeing of its employees, including adding a
state-of-the-art health center and a 28-foot video
screen that provides biophilic images to help
connect people and nature and create a healthy
and productive work environment.
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August 2016
•

CT IFS’ Workforce Advisory Committee launched
its inaugural, statewide survey of human
resources professionals. Results amassed
HR perspective on existing needs, gaps
and opportunities and created a baseline for
future surveys.

October 2016
•

The 2016 Symposium on Captive Insurance
in Connecticut, a premier educational and
networking event for Connecticut’s fast-growing
captive insurance initiative, was held October
12th-13th in Stamford.5

•

ConnectiCare opened its flagship service and
enrollment center in Manchester.

September 2016
•

MassMutual completed the integration of
four of its institutional affiliates—Baring
Asset Management Limited, Babson Capital
Management LLC, and Babson subsidiaries
Cornerstone Real Estate Advisers LLC and Wood
Creek Capital Management, LLC—which are
now operating as a unified company under the
Barings name.

•

Several Connecticut health insurers participated
in The Connecticut Health Council’s D.C. Forum
September 14-15th in the nation’s capital to
promote Connecticut as a center of excellence for
collaboration and innovation in the health sector.4

•

The second annual Insurance Capital Walk
held September 22nd attracted more than
300 walkers from 13 companies and industryrelated organizations for a 2.5-mile walk through
the heart of Hartford’s downtown and Asylum
Hill. The walk, highlighted Hartford as healthy,
walkable city and was part of the annual Capital
City Festival.

November 2016
•

ConnectiCare welcomed CliniSanitas to the
state as its partner medical clinic serving diverse
communities who have ConnectiCare plans.
Locations include Newington, Bridgeport and
Orange and contain a satellite ConnectiCare
service and enrollment center.

•

CT IFS presented its fifth annual Insurance
Market Summit in Hartford and collaborated with
PwC to publish the 2016 Connecticut insurance
market brief.

What is the biggest change the insurance industry has experienced over the last five
years? What do you see as the biggest change impacting the insurance industry in the
next five years?

“Innovation and change is a given within the insurance industry. And it’s challenging to keep in step with the many
changes because the pace of change—as with time—waits for no one. One important driver of change is technology.
Insurance companies must rapidly integrate new technologies into their operations to remain competitive. This is
why the Connecticut Department of Economic and Community Development collaborates with public and private
partners to support innovation within companies as well as encourages the formation of new innovative tech
firms. An example is Connecticut Innovations’ VentureClash, a global investment challenge that identifies highpotential early stage companies in digital health and financial technology. The winners of this challenge will receive
investments from a $5 million award pool as they build their businesses in Connecticut. VentureClash and other
innovative programs support the growth of FinTech companies in the state, which in turn can help insurance and
other financial service companies compete more successfully and operate more efficiently.”

Catherine Smith
Commissioner
Connecticut Department of Economic and Community Development

4
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Connecticut by the numbers
Connecticut by
the numbers

Strategically and conveniently located between New York and Boston,
Connecticut is home to approximately 3,590,886 people who reside in the state.6
At $69,899, the median household income in Connecticut is the fourth highest
in the US and well above the national median of $53,482.7 As of the end of
August 2016, the state’s seasonally adjusted labor force was 1,902,3008 and the
seasonally adjusted unemployment rate was 5.6%.9

3,590,886

Insurance in Connecticut

1,902,300

With 1,429 domestic insurance companies and nondomestic insurance
companies licensed to do business in the state,10 Connecticut’s insurance
industry is one of the largest in the world and an important part of Connecticut’s
economy. These insurers write more than $32.8 billion in premiums annually11
and contribute $13.7 billion to Connecticut’s Gross State Product (GSP).12

$69,899

Employment and wages

5.6%

At 2.7%, Connecticut ranks first nationally in insurance carrier employment
as a percentage of total employment13 and provides annual average wages of
more than $83,93614 for approximately 58,892 insurance carrier and related
full-time employees.15 The state also leads the nation in insurance payroll,
which contributes 5.3% of the total state payroll.16 This can be attributed to the
industry’s workforce of relatively high-paying occupations such as management,
legal, computer and math professionals, and business and financial operations.17

Population

Labor force

Median household
income

Unemployment rate
Source: US Census Bureau and Connecticut
Department of Labor

Connecticut occupational employment and average wage in the industry
Q1 2016
employment

Q1 2016
average wage

Management

7,260

$157,483

Legal

1,510

$119,041

Computer and mathematical

7,080

$98,081

16,140

$82,462

Healthcare practitioners and technical

1,490

$72,070

Sales and related

7,000

$71,973

16,050

$50,543

Occupational category

Business and financial operations

Office and administrative support

Source: Point in time estimates of occupational employment and wages for NAIC 524
Connecticut Department of Labor
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Connecticut’s insurance industry

1,429

58,892

Domestic and nondomestic insurance
carriers in CT

$32.8 billion

Insurance carrier and
related full-time employees

In direct written
premiums

1 new job = 1.88 jobs
1 new job in the insurance
industry adds 1.88 jobs to
the Connecticut economy
through induced and
indirect effects

$13.7 billion

Amount insurance
contributes to CT’s GSP

#1

2.7%

In the US – insurance
employment as a percent
of total employment

Insurance employment
as a percent of CT
employment

Source: Connecticut Economic
Resource Center, Connecticut
Insurance Department and
Connecticut Department
of Labor

$83,936

Insurance average
annual wage

#1

In the US – insurance
payroll as a percent of
total payroll

#2

5.3%

Insurance payroll as a
percent of CT payroll

5.3%

In the US – insurance
GSP as a percent of
total GSP

Insurance GSP as a
percent of CT GSP

“Connecticut remains a national and international leader in the insurance and
financial services sector. The innovation and collaboration demonstrated by our
private sector entities in this space are critical to the local and global economies.
This wealth of intellectual capital and experience are showcased in the annual
Insurance Market Summit to be held November 10th as well as the Connecticut
Health Council D.C. Forum September 14-15th, the Captive Insurance Symposium
October 12-13th and the Jackson Laboratory Forum on Healthcare Innovation
October 26-27th. All of these programs highlight our leadership, experience, and
talent that drive critical growth in private sector employment and
capital investment throughout the state.”
Oz Griebel
President and Chief Executive Officer
MetroHartford Alliance

6
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In addition, with 980 actuaries employed in the state and earning an annual
mean wage of $108,340, Connecticut has the highest concentration of actuaries
in the US.18 And, according to Connecticut Economic Resource Center (CERC),
one new job in the insurance industry adds 1.88 jobs to the Connecticut economy
through induced and indirect effects.19

Connecticut has the
highest concentration
of actuaries in the US.
Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics

Insurance carrier employment as a percent of total employment by state 2015
US overall and top states
Connecticut

2016 representative sample of insurance
company employees in Connecticut

Nebraska

Company

Number of employees

Iowa

Aetna Inc.

6,000

Minnesota

AIX

200

Wisconsin

Amica

155

New Hampshire

Anthem Blue Cross Blue Shield
of CT
Bouvier Insurance
Cigna Corp.
ConnectiCare
The Hartford Financial Services
Group, Inc.
Hartford Steam Boiler
Harvard Pilgrim Health Care
Lincoln Financial Group
Massachusetts Mutual Life
Insurance Company

1,400
106
4,200
750
7,000
450
20

Ohio
Massachusetts
Rhode Island
Pennsylvania
United States
0.0%

1,800
60

The Navigators Group, Inc.

164

Iowa

The Travelers Companies, Inc.
UnitedHealthcare
Vantis Life Insurance Company
Voya Financial, Inc.
XL Catlin
Source: Provided by companies listed

2.0%

2.5%

3.0%

Insurance carrier payroll as a percent of total payroll by state 2015
US overall and top states

340

Symetra

1.5%

700

Nassau Re

Prudential Financial, Inc.

1.0%

Source: CERC calculation of Moody’s Analytics data. NAICS 5241. August 2016

MiddleOak

Northwestern Mutual

0.5%

Connecticut

280

Minnesota

1,725

New Hampshire

150

Nebraska

7,400

Wisconsin

5,000

Pennsylvania

85

Ohio

1,900

New Jersey

650

Massachusetts
United States
0%

2%

4%

6%

8%

Source: CERC calculation of Moody’s Analytics data. NAICS 5241. August 2016
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Gross state product
With only 2.7% of the workforce, the insurance industry ranks second
nationally in gross state product as a percentage of total gross state product20
and contributes 5.3%21 or $13.7 billion22 to Connecticut’s GSP. Additionally,
Connecticut defines “super sectors” for reporting purposes and the Financial
Activities super sector includes insurance, financial services and real estate.
The Financial Activities super sector is the state’s largest by far, accounting for
nearly 22.6% of Connecticut’s GSP.23 Moreover, the insurance and financial
services (excluding real estate) combined comprise 18.1% of Connecticut’s GSP,24
demonstrating the importance of the CT IFS Cluster.
Insurance carrier gross state product as a percent of total gross state product by state 2015
US overall and top states
Delaware
Connecticut
Iowa
Nebraska
New Hampshire
Wisconsin
Minnesota
Rhode Island
Illinois
Ohio
United States
0%

4%

2%

6%

Source: CERC calculation of Moody’s Analytics data. NAICS 5241. August 2016

2015 Connecticut gross state product by super-sector
Financial
activities:
Insurance

Financial
activities:
Finance
Financial
activities:
Real Estate

Trade,
transportation,
and utilities

8.7%
9.4%

Construction 3.5%
Education and
health services
Farms
10.8%
and fishing
0.2%

4.5%

11.1%

Government

4.4% Information

15.2%

2.8%

Leisure and hospitality

14%
13.1%
Professional and
business services

Manufacturing
Natural resources and mining
0.5%
Other services
1.7%

Source: CERC calculation of Economic Modeling Specialists International data. NAICS 5241. 2016
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Connecticut’s insurance industry sectors

Health
Jim Bedard
Chief Financial
Officer, Individual
and Specialty
Businesses
“UnitedHealth Group has long
been committed to Connecticut,
continuing to grow its operations
and workforce here for more than a
decade. Connecticut’s robust workforce,
intellectual capital, and talented
pipeline of students coming out of
state universities, colleges and high
schools are vital assets in maintaining
the state’s competitive advantage now
and into the future. We look forward
to the continued collaboration across
the health care sector to engage those
in medical practices and hospitals,
community-based non-profit
organizations, and the many research
and teaching institutions here to
transform the healthcare delivery
system to help improve the health of our
communities well into the future.”

Life
Peter Tedone
President and Chief
Executive Officer
Vantis Life Insurance
Company
“Utilizing technology as a competitive
differentiator has been, and continues
to be, a priority for Vantis Life.
Connecticut is a fertile environment
for technology providers and creative
service companies. As we built our
online capabilities and needed costeffective, talented specialists, we found
several Connecticut companies that
were best-in-class. We simply could
not have created the competitive
advantage we enjoy today without
their assistance.”

376

Domestic and nondomestic life
insurers in CT

$17.3 billion

Property-Casualty
Greg M. Barats
President and Chief
Executive Officer
HSB Group, Inc.

“The Internet of Things is a
technological revolution that is
changing business owners’ behavior
from being reactive to key events to
preventative. This change in customer
behavior will over time disrupt
the insurance industry traditional
economics and business models. With
clients having access to real-time
information and data about their
assets, their expectations will change.
The choice for the industry is simple;
be a spectator and ultimately a victim,
or leverage IoT for new business models
and opportunities of the future. That’s
why HSB is investing in the IoT space
and preparing a new generation of IoT
enabled services and financial solutions
to help businesses prevent losses to
property and vital systems.”

In direct written life premiums

39

Domestic and nondomestic health
insurers in CT

Connecticut ranks #5 in the US
in direct written life premiums

776

Domestic and nondomestic P&C
insurers in CT

$7.8 billion

$7.7 billion

Connecticut ranks #1 in the US in
direct written health premiums

Connecticut ranks #5 in the US
in direct written P&C premiums

In direct written health premiums

In direct written P&C premiums

Source: Connecticut Insurance Department analysis of 2015 data for the Annual Report of the Insurance
Commissioner and the Department’s nationwide analysis of direct written premium
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Spotlight on insurance innovation
Innovation in today’s ever-changing environment is more important than ever. Below are some examples of how
insurers doing business in the state are innovating to drive future competitive advantage and growth.

Aetna refined its leading price transparency tool, iTriage,
which connects patients, providers and health plans through
technology to deliver personalized data insights that empower
people to take action on their healthcare. Aetna also expanded its
bswift enrollment technology platform leading to an intelligent,
consumer first experience for employees to shop and enroll in their
annual benefits.

MassMutual launched ValoraLife, a simple, accessible term life
insurance product offered exclusively online with a focus on the
Latino market.

Utilizing VOIP phone system and automation advances,
Bouvier Insurance established a work from home
option to improve employee productivity as well as
the customer experience.

Northwestern Mutual further extended and enhanced its
clients’ digital experience with the launch of its first
dedicated Client App for iOS devices.

Cigna introduced the Cigna Virtual Reality
(VR) Relaxation Pod, which uses VR and
guided meditation to lower stress levels.

Navigators is using technology to “read” submissions and start
the application process electronically, even for very complex risks,
to streamline the process for their brokers and customers.

Phoenix implemented an automated life new
business and underwriting process for select
term and simplified issue products that
reduced issue time by 50%.
Symetra developed a New Business
Implementation (NBI) tool that
is an easy-to-use, efficient, webbased integrated application to help
establish a positive first impression with
new customers.

ConnectiCare’s three CliniSanitas
medical centers and four service and
enrollment centers make it easy to get
care in diverse communities.
The Hartford launched iRECOVER,
a program for workers’ compensation and
disability insurance, that looks beyond the
physical aspects of recovery and considers the
whole person as a biopsychosocial being who may
have nonphysical barriers that are delaying recovery.
Injured workers learn life-coping skills, with the
ultimate goal of helping them return to work.
Hartford Steam Boiler introduced HSB Home
Cyber Protection™, the first personal lines cyber
insurance program for consumers.
Harvard Pilgrim launched Doctor on Demand, a
telemedicine option, for its commercial and self-insured
plans, which provides members with a convenient and less
costly alternative to emergency department visits.
Lincoln Financial Group launched TermAccel, a new term
life insurance offering designed to provide affordable protection
for younger clients, including millennials. TermAccel transforms,
simplifies and accelerates the life insurance purchasing experience
through fully-electronic transaction—from quote to policy issue—
as well as streamlined underwriting processes.

Travelers developed the insurance industry’s
first predictive model to help injured employees
avoid chronic pain and opioid use.
UnitedHealthcare continued to enhance its
Health4Me mobile app, now providing personalized
care notifications that automatically alert
UnitedHealthcare plan participants about preventive
services and if they are missing recommended medical
treatments or tests.
Voya Financial launched its first One Voya customer
account experience on Voya.com, enabling customers
to simultaneously view all Voya account holdings with
direct links to individual account sites—offering customers a more
personalized, holistic view of their accounts.
XL Catlin developed 16 new or enhanced products thus far
in 2016, including Active Assailant, Workplace Violence and
enhanced cyber coverages.

Source: Provided by companies listed
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Community leadership
Connecticut insurers and their employees are responsible corporate citizens and
play an active role in improving the quality of life in the communities where they
live and work. As highlighted below, each year, they donate significant amounts
of time and money to the community programs, organizations and causes that
matter most to them.

Insurers are making a difference in our local communities
Prudential invested $1,060,000 in strategic grants to
support education and economic development efforts
in Connecticut.

Grants

Healthcare

Education

Mentoring and
employment

Harvard Pilgrim awarded $213,000 in grants to
Connecticut organizations, including $44,000 to 11
community garden programs. The Harvard Pilgrim
Foundation continues to support the year-round mobile
produce market in partnership with Hartford Food
System and the Hispanic Health Council.

As part of the nearly $800,000 in charitable funds
awarded by the Lincoln Financial Foundation to
Hartford-area nonprofits in 2016, the Foodshare
Program will use a Lincoln Financial Foundation grant
to support its Lincoln Financial Mobile Pantry & School
Breakfast Project.
Voya Foundation awarded $237,125 in grants
and charitable sponsorships to eligible nonprofit
organizations in Connecticut.

Cigna funded and collaborated with many nonprofits
that use innovative strategies suited to improve the
health, well-being and sense of security of Connecticut
residents, including Shatterproof to change the way
they address opioid addiction; Community Solutions
to address community health in Hartford’s Northeast
Neighborhood; and Ebony Horsewomen, led by CNN
Hero Patricia Kelly who uses horsemanship to help
troubled youth.

UnitedHealthcare collaborated with the Connecticut
Science Center to create a new exhibit “Cycling to
Wellness”—an interactive space that includes a virtual
cycling game and is designed to highlight the health
benefits of cycling.

Aetna sponsored the Hartford “Go Red for Women”
luncheon, held at the Connecticut Convention Center.
This event was part of a nationwide effort from the
American Heart Association to educate women about
heart disease, their number one health risk.

The ConnectiCare community team provided health
insurance education and reminders about preventive
care to more than 35,000 people.

Northwestern Mutual hired three High School,
Inc. summer interns in its West Hartford office to
expose them to the insurance industry and several
different aspects of the business, including technology,
administration and client service.

Phoenix hired eight actuarial summer interns and gave
them practical experience in the actuarial field, as well
as the opportunity to lead a large community support
project that benefited Hartford Foodshare.

The United Health Foundation provided a
$300,000 partnership grant to Partnership for Strong
Communities (PSC) to help expand its hospital
network by creating Community Care Teams (CCTs)
at five additional hospitals throughout Connecticut
by the end of 2017. CCTs provide care and support to
homeless individuals who are frequent users of hospital
emergency department service.

Twenty-nine employees and 23 students participated
in Phoenix’s mentoring program with the Fred D. Wish
School in 2015-16, Hartford’s oldest school-business
partnership celebrating its 30th year.

Symetra expanded its summer intern program for
business finance and actuarial intern students in the
Enfield office, enabling them to obtain hands-on, realworld project experience in their fields of interest.
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Community
service and
development

ConnectiCare sponsored the first Backpack Brigade at
the Travelers Championship to provide backpacks filled
with school supplies to Connecticut’s military families.
They also hosted Operation Shower at the Travelers
Championship, a group baby shower for Connecticut
military moms-to-be. ConnectiCare also funded
programs for numerous local organizations, such as
Yoga in the Park and Camp Courant, to improve quality
of life in our neighborhoods.
More than 50% of Hartford Steam Boiler employees
in Connecticut participated the 2015 United Way of
Central and Northeastern Connecticut campaign.
MassMutual provided nearly $1 million in charitable
giving to nonprofits in northern Connecticut to broaden
economic opportunity.
Navigators partnered with Kids in Crisis (KIC),
an around-the-clock support center for Fairfield
County children, teens and parents experiencing a
crisis, by being the corporate sponsor for the annual
“Navigators KIC IT Triathlon” in Stamford.

Bouvier Insurance provided resources and volunteers to
the communities they serve to ensure the sustainability
of local youth and nonprofit organizations.

Volunteerism

The Hartford’s employees logged more than 70,000
hours valued at $1.6 million, positively impacting
communities in Connecticut and across the country.
Hartford Steam Boiler and its employees contributed
funds, collected supplies and volunteered for more than
85 community events and organizations, including
Junior Achievement, Riverfront Recapture, Habitat for
Humanity, United Way Day of Caring and the Making
Strides Against Breast Cancer Walk.
Prudential invested $230,000 in grants in Connecticut
to support employee volunteer efforts. Employees
logged almost 5,500 hours of volunteer activities,
focused on education, workforce development, and
urban transformation activities.
On May 19, 2016, XL Catlin held its annual Global Day
of Giving, a company-wide volunteer day in which XL
Catlin colleagues participate in hundreds of different
charitable projects around the globe.

Navigators participated in the annual Connecticut
Challenge bike ride, raising more than $71,000 to
support cancer survivors in Connecticut and throughout
the US.
Northwestern Mutual supported numerous charities,
including Alex’s Lemonade Stand, The Eric Amenabar
Scholarship Golf Tournament, Lea’s Foundation and the
“We Are the Children” Toy Drive.
The Travelers Championship generated more than
$2.8 million for nonprofit organizations throughout
New England, including the ALS Clinic at the Hospital
for Special Care in New Britain, Connecticut.
To foster thriving neighborhoods, Travelers supports
organizations that develop economic vitality and
create and retain wealth in low-income, underserved
neighborhoods. To do this, they assisted in the creation
and growth of small businesses and granted more
than $200,000 to Hartford-based organizations that
supported small businesses.
Voya Financial employees—including matching dollars
from Voya Foundation—gave $4.7 million to charities
across the country, with approximately $1.4 million
going to 300 Connecticut nonprofits.
Symetra’s Week of Service connects employees with
volunteer opportunities in the community for one week
each summer. From clearing trails to tutoring students
to assembling emergency preparedness kits, employees
choose a project they care about and take time to
volunteer. This year, they supported The Grey House,
Dakin Humane Society, Enfield Food Shelf and My
Sister’s Place.
Travelers’ Connecticut-based employees volunteered
more than 39,000 hours in local communities. As part
of these efforts, they supported 18 builds for Habitat for
Humanity, including four that were built to FORTIFIED
HomeTM construction standards as part of a partnership
between Travelers, the Insurance Institute for Business
and Home Safety, and Habitat for Humanity to build
safer, wind-resistant homes in partnership with lowincome families.
Voya Financial employees in Connecticut contributed
8,326 hours of time to nonprofit organizations, which
equates to $223,053 in savings for the nonprofits.

Aetna’s 150 summer associates volunteered with
Knox Park whose mission is to build stronger, greener,
healthier and more beautiful neighborhoods in
Hartford. They planted 50 trees at two public schools.

Environment
Source: Provided by companies listed
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In memoriam

This past August, our industry said
goodbye to Jay Fishman, former Chairman
and CEO of Travelers, who passed away
after announcing a year earlier that he had
been diagnosed with ALS. Jay was a true
leader and an inspiration to so many. His
intelligence and vision were matched only
by his generosity. We will all miss him.

Jay Fishman

His was a storied career at Travelers. After
spearheading the groundbreaking merger
between The St. Paul Companies, Inc.
and Travelers Property Casualty Corp. in
2004, Jay transformed Travelers into one
of the best-performing companies in the
financial services industry. In 2011, Forbes
magazine proclaimed him “Wall Street’s
Honest Man”—a straight-talking leader
with nothing to hide and a commitment to
doing the right thing.
Travelers remained strong and stable
during the financial crisis of 2008,
eventually being named the only
property casualty insurer in the Dow
30. During the last decade of Jay’s
tenure as CEO, Travelers delivered total
returns to shareholders of approximately
225 percent, returning $35 billion to
shareholders and growing dividends
per share by an average annual rate of
10 percent.
Jay was deeply committed to giving
back, and he made charitable projects a
priority both through Travelers and in
his personal life. He wanted to see that
the opportunities that shaped his life and
career were available to others.
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The Travelers Foundation works to
improve educational opportunities for
underrepresented students, to build
stronger neighborhoods and to support
arts and cultural institutions. And by
Jay saving the region’s only PGA TOUR
event, the Travelers Championship, the
local economy and charities will benefit
for years to come. Since Travelers became
the title sponsor in 2007, the tournament
has generated about $13 million for
more than 500 charities and contributes
more than $28 million annually to the
Connecticut economy. In recognition of his
leadership, passion and contributions to
the community, Governor Dannel Malloy
proclaimed November 20, 2015, “Jay S.
Fishman Day.”
Following his ALS diagnosis, Jay
committed himself to supporting the
fight against the disease by establishing
research partnerships and championing
efforts to improve the lives of ALS patients
and their family members. Jay and his
wife, Randy, have provided significant
funding for numerous research and care
programs, including the Answer ALS
research program at Johns Hopkins, the
Augmentative Communication Program at
Boston Children’s Hospital and an at-home
respiratory care program through Penn
Medicine. His tireless fundraising work
generated tens of millions of dollars in
donations to ALS causes.
We remember Jay, not only for his
many accomplishments but also for his
humanity, humility and compassion. The
example he set will continue to inspire the
people of Travelers, our industry and all
the lives he touched.
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Connecticut state tax developments

A tax system fit for business?

Almost 90% of US CEOs are concerned
about the increasing tax burden, up
from 76% last year

While 2015 was a lively year of proposed tax reform and controversy in
Connecticut, thus far 2016 has been a quiet year of reflection and clarification of
prior year law changes. From an insurance industry perspective, direct impacts to
insurance tax provisions continued to be relatively minimal. Below is a summary
of significant tax developments during the year.

not very concerned/
not concerned at all

Special Notice 2015(11), Legislation Passed in the 2015
December Special Session

86

%

14

%

somewhat/
extremely concerned

Source: PwC 19th Annual CEO Survey, January 2016

In an attempt to soften the blows from the tax reform passed during the 2015
legislative session, the legislators passed a variety of modifications in SB 1601,
3rd Special Legislative Session for 2015. This notice provides a summary
discussion of these changes, which include: creating a corporation tax limitation
that caps the additional tax imposed on a unitary group to be no more than $2.5
million more than it would have paid on a separate basis; altering the method for
calculating the carry forward amount for combined groups with over $6 billion
in NOLs from pre-2013 tax years; imposing a single sales factor apportionment;
requiring market-based sourced sale apportionment for receipts from the sales of
services and intangible property; increasing the credit cap for the research and
development credits and the urban and industrial site reinvestment credit using a
graduated schedule over four years; changing the apprenticeship and enterprise
zone credits; and establishing a local option property tax relief program for
qualifying commercial and industrial property owners in municipalities with
enterprise zones. Released 12/22/2015.

Special Notice 2016(1), Combined Unitary Legislation
Per the Biennium Budget Bill (HB 7061, Laws 2015) and subsequent
Implementation Bills (SB 1502 and SB 1601, Laws 2015), companies are
required to calculate their Corporation Business Tax on a combined unitary
basis for income years beginning on or after January 1, 2016. This notice
provides guidance and clarification regarding these new reporting requirements,
specifically covering: definitions, determination of unitary groups, computation
of group taxable income and application of tax attributes such as credits and
NOLs. The notice reinforces that insurance companies are excluded from unitary
filing groups. Released 03/02/2016.

Announcement No. 2016(1)
The Connecticut Department of Revenue Services (DRS) issued an
announcement informing each insurer that is a member of the Connecticut
Insurance Guaranty Association (CIGA) on or before February 18, 2016, they
must repay a portion of their recently refunded assessments to DRS. On or about
January 4, 2016, CIGA mailed to member insurers an assessment statement
dated January 1, 2016 and refunded to its member insurers a portion of prior
CIGA assessments made to meet CIGA’s obligations with respect to LMI Insurance
Company (1999 base year), Credit General Insurance Company (2002 base
year) and Legion Insurance Company (2002 and 2003 base year). Note that the
CIGA refunds also included amounts respect to Integrity Insurance Company
and Western Employers Insurance Company, but no repayment is required for
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this portion of the refund as these assessments were made during calendar years
beginning prior to January 1, 2000, and were not permitted to be offset against
the member insurer’s Connecticut insurance premiums tax liability. Released
01/06/2016.
The following two bills did not pass in this year’s legislative session, but
may make another appearance again as the state continues to try raise taxes
for insurers.

House Bills 5518 and H 5594
These two identical proposals would have created the Connecticut Fire Safety
Fund to offset the costs of the operating budgets of regional fire schools and the
other training costs and fees of fire departments. Funding for this state program
would have been generated via the imposition of a new 1.0% surcharge on the
net direct premiums of homeowners and renters insurance policies received by
insurance companies on property or risks located or residents in this state. The
remittance of the surcharge would have been due annually by January 31st. Only
HB 5518 worked its way through the legislative process and was subsequently
revised to reduce the surcharge rate to 0.5%. Ultimately, both bills failed to pass
before the legislative session adjourned.

House Bill 5592
This proposal would have authorized a range of incentives aimed at stimulating
business investments, including a new business tax credit against premium,
income and other corporate business taxes for remediating brownfields. The
credit would have been the lesser of 25% of the projected qualified expenditures
or $2 million, with statewide credit limited to $10 million annually for the fiscal
years commencing July 1, 2019 and July 1, 2020. Excess credits would have been
eligible for carryforward until used or alternatively sold, assigned or transferred.
While the bill was reported out of committee favorably, it failed to pass before
the legislative session adjourned.

Insurance regulation in Connecticut
The Connecticut Department of Insurance, led by Commissioner Katharine
Wade, has approximately 160 employees and manages an annual budget of $28
million and is responsible for ensuring insurance companies doing business in
the state are financially solvent, competitive, and engage in fair market practices
and that state-based regulation remains relevant in a global economy.25
On the following pages, Commissioner Wade answers our questions and shares
her perspectives on the insurance regulatory environment and the impact of
innovation and pace of change on the Department and in the industry.
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Keeping pace with innovation and change
An insurance regulatory perspective

predictive modeling, and general linear
modeling as well as other sophisticated
investment instruments if we are to
maintain relevance and exercise a
meaningful oversight role.

Katharine L. Wade
Commissioner
Connecticut Insurance Department

Q: How has innovation and the pace
of change in the industry impacted the
Connecticut Insurance Department?
A: Rapidly accelerating innovation in our
industry challenges insurance regulators
to constantly check ourselves to make
sure we’re staying relevant, in terms of the
services and protections we’re affording to
consumers and the risks we’re analyzing
and assessing on the carrier side. For
example, in a brief span of years, we have
seen the financial regulation of insurance
companies move from a reliance on yearend IRIS ratios, to risk-based capital to
Own Risk Solvency Assessment (ORSA)
and principle-based reserving. With the
pace of globalization and complexity
in the business of risk transfer, our job
has evolved from a process that once
focused on a static and defined set of risks,
measured at a balance sheet date, to what
is now a robust, assessment of companies’
ongoing processes for enterprise risk
management. Likewise, regulators must
keep pace with advancements in big data,
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Rapid innovations in the technologies
becoming available to individuals and
businesses necessitate that regulators
be open-minded and receptive to new
insurance products that address risks
unheard of a few years ago. Telematics
in automobiles will allow underwriting
refinements unimagined until recently,
and regulators must carefully assess the
pros and cons that such a wealth of new
data may imply. Autonomous vehicle
developments, a dramatic increase in
drone aircraft, rising cybercrime—each of
these are examples of emerging risks that
demand solutions, and regulators must be
willing and able to partner with insurers
to make sure these risks are dealt with
effectively and fairly to protect consumers.
Lastly, when it comes to serving our
constituencies, changing lines of
communication and more efficient ways
of transacting business demand that we
keep up-to-date, and the Department
is improving the user-friendliness of
our website. We work hard to ensure
that the ct.gov/cid content is current
and pertinent, and understand that our
consumers, producers and regulated
companies want to communicate and do
business with us on a digital basis.
Q: One of your priorities has been
regulatory efficiency. How is the
Department achieving those goals?
A: The Department is continually working
to increase regulatory efficiency and
thereby control the regulatory costs
imposed on carriers. Just as insurance
companies compete for customers, states
compete for insurance companies and the
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associated insurance jobs. The Department
has made strides in turnaround times
in the Life & Health (L&H) Division
for reviewing life and health insurance
products that insurance companies want
to market in Connecticut. They must get
Department approval first so staff can
make sure the products (policies/plans/
language) meet all state and federal laws.
By instituting LEAN procedures that
streamlined our processes and enabled us
to get work done with fewer staff, we:
• Reduced turnaround time for
reviewing life products from 41 days to
under 30 days.
• Significantly improved the turnaround
time to review health products.
• Redeployed two full-time staff from the
L&H Division to the Market Conduct
and Financial Regulation Division.
Another major efficiency was the passage
of this public act:
PA 16-119, An Act Adopting the
National Association of Insurance
Commissioners’ (NAIC) Interstate
Insurance Product Regulation Compact
(effective July 1, 2017). This act, a
policy priority of Governor Malloy,
adopts the NAIC Interstate Insurance
Product Regulation Compact and enters
Connecticut into the Interstate Insurance
Product Regulation Commission for life
and annuity products only. This will enable
the Department to focus on core services
and improve its regulatory efficiency by
allowing more effective deployment of key
resources to ensure consumer protection
and more consumer choice.
The Department also implemented LEAN
measures to improve customer service in
the Licensing Division, which oversees the
licensing of 200,000 brokers, agents and
bail bondsmen. Those measures enhanced

the licensing phone system through
Phone Manager and Call Center software
and included:
• Improved communications with
licensees by routing callers to staffers
with subject matter expertise for
specific license needs.
• Better tracking to respond to all
licensee telephone inquiries.
Q: What is Connecticut doing to
maintain regulatory competitiveness
nationally and internationally?
A: The Department worked closely with
the Governor’s Office and members of the
General Assembly in the 2016 Legislative
Session to promote laws that put the
Department on regulatory parity with
other states and in line with international
standards including:
PA 16-205, An Act Concerning
Standards and Requirements for
Health Carriers’ Provider Networks and
Contracts Between Health Carriers and
Participating Providers (effective January
1, 2017). This is a consumer protection law
designed to ensure that people have access
to robust networks and are adequately
informed if networks change. The law
gives the Department more oversight of
contract information between carriers and
providers, holds consumers harmless from
certain out-of-network billing and makes
certain consumers have access to care if
their doctor is no longer in network.
PA 16-206, An Act Concerning Insurer
Corporate Governance Annual
Disclosures and the Regulation of Risk
Retention Groups. This law is based on
the NAIC Model Act and is part of the
NAIC’s Solvency Modernization Initiative.
The Model Act is the result of regulators
wanting to better understand of insurers’
governance practices and review and
assess the information through the
solvency-monitoring process. The law
adopts the Corporate Governance Annual
Disclosure Model Act and amends existing
risk retention group statutes to bring
them in line with the NAIC Model Risk
Retention Act.
PA 16-213, An Act Concerning the
Insurance Department’s Market Conduct

Authority and Data Call Confidentiality,
Authorizing Multistate Health Care
Centers in Connecticut, Eliminating a
Health Carrier Utilization Review Report
Filing Requirement, and Concerning
Licensure of Single Purpose Dental
Health Care Centers. This law expands the
number of entities that can offer dental
insurance to increase consumer choice.
It also permits HMOs to consolidate their
out-of-state operations into Connecticut
domiciled HMOs. The Market Conduct
section brings Connecticut in line with
47 other states in protecting personal
and proprietary information that would
be disclosed to the Department during
a market conduct exam or data of
carriers. Until passage of this law, the
Department was prohibited from being
the lead state on NAIC multistate exams
of our domestic insurance companies
and participating in the NAIC’s Market
Conduct Annual Statement.
Q: What makes Connecticut an attractive
place for captives to do business?
A: Connecticut’s captive insurance
industry continues to grow and attract
a variety of business disciplines that
are looking to effectively manage their
costs. I am very proud of our captive
regulatory unit. It is staffed by veteran risk
management specialists who provide a
creative and consultative approach to help
the captive owners address their needs and
help ensure the captive is well-managed
and sustainable. Connecticut has more
than a dozen captive insurers and several
more in the pipeline. While some of the
state’s largest corporations have chosen
to establish their captive in Connecticut
rather than off-shore or another state, the
Department has helped create captives for
midsize employers. Captive owners have
the benefit of tapping into Connecticut’s
highly-skilled and growing service
provider industry of captive managers,
actuaries, accountants, attorneys and
claim administrators. In the case of CT
Prime, the state’s newest nonprofit captive,
member municipalities and school districts
can benefit from potential cost savings
for their health insurance. CT Prime is
managed by the Capitol Region Education
Council (CREC). CREC organized the
captive to help municipalities who selfinsure their employee health insurance.
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Such towns pay their own medical
claims up to a certain threshold, but
once exceeded, the towns have a “stoploss” insurance policy through a private
insurer to pay the rest. CT Prime will
now give member towns more bargaining
power with private insurers to get better
rates. It is a great example of the creative
solutions that captives can provide and
that the Department can help a captive
owner develop.
Q: With the continued focus on
capital, how will the FRB efforts
around nonbank SIFI and SLHC capital
standards impact the IAIS and NAIC
development of capital standards?
A: The Federal Reserve Board is mandated
to develop capital standards for SIFIs
based on systemic risk. The US remains
committed to working through the
International Association of Insurance
Supervisor (IAIS) International Capital
Standards process to advocate for
a methodology consistent with or
flexible enough to accommodate our
US accounting systems and regulatory
objectives. I currently serve on the IAIS
Financial Solvency Technical Committee.
The NAIC is working on the development
of a group capital calculation to add an
additional tool to the states’ solvency
toolbox for monitoring the financial
condition of US insurance groups. The
group capital calculation will aggregate
required capital for US groups (based
on NAIC risk-based capital formulas),
including non-US insurers, other
regulated entities, and an additional
amount for nonregulated entities within
the group. This approach is expected to
create a straightforward, consistent model
to understand the total capitalization
of an insurance group and evaluate net
capital available to absorb unexpected
losses across the group. The NAIC group
capital calculation will apply to all US
groups and be an important tool in
solvency protection. As with the NAIC
approach to legal entities, states have the
ability to apply many other quantitative
and qualitative analysis procedures
when assessing the financial condition
of a group, including ORSA, Enterprise
Risk Reports (Form F) and corporate
governance disclosures at the insurance
holding company level.
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Innovation and
change drivers

The pace of innovation and change

54%

of insurance CEOs see more
growth opportunities than
three years ago and 52%
are very confident about
their growth prospects over
the next three years.
Source: PwC 19th Annual CEO Survey,
January 2016

The pace of innovation and change in the insurance industry is moving faster
than ever. According to PwC’s 19th Annual Global CEO Survey released earlier
this year, the insurance industry is undergoing fundamental transformation as it
addresses the challenges and opportunities of new regulation, new technology,
accelerating shifts in consumer demand and mounting competition from
digitally-enabled new entrants. If we put these various forces of change together,
the only sector facing greater potential disruption is entertainment and media.26
Impact of key forces of change (top five most impacted sectors)

CEOs stating ‘extremely concerned’
Entertainment
and media

43%

Insurance

66%

Banking and
capital markets

57%

Healthcare

54%

Asset
management

50%

47%

22%

42%

39%

24%

36%

25%

31%

24%

17%

20%

22%

19%

20%

14%

Over-regulation

Speed of technological change

Shift in consumer spending and behavior

New market entrants

Combined significantly and somewhat concerned ratings for insurance are:
Over-regulation 94%, Speed of technological change 69%, Shift in consumer spending
and behavior 64%, New market entrants 65%
Source: PwC 19th Annual CEO Survey, January 2016
0.2
0.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
1.0

Moreover as PwC’s 19th Annual Global CEO Survey findings underline, insurers are
out in front of other industries in embracing technological disruption as a growth
opportunity rather than a threat, and harnessing the creativity of their people to
tap into new value chains and transform operational speed and cost. They’re also
seeking out new sources of data and making the most of client touch points to
enhance customer experience and outcomes.27
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Insurers are continuing
to face marked changes
in what customers expect
in terms of products
and service, how they
obtain and utilize the
information that informs
business decisions, and
their underlying business
and operating models.

Addressing accelerated digital and technology impacts

Almost 80% of US CEOs are concerned about the pace of
technological transformation
22%

22%

19%

22%

not very concerned/
not concerned at all

78%

somewhat/
extremely concerned

Source: PwC 19th Annual CEO Survey, January 2016

In the face of so much change, it is important not to lose sight of the huge
opportunities being created for insurers. Insurers are positioned to capitalize
on a new generation of analytics, sensor connectivity, and machine learning
technologies that will revolutionize the industry and our lives. To make the most
of these opportunities, insurers must look beyond the traditional boundaries of the
insurance business to embrace new ways of working, new ways of interacting with
customers, and whole new possibilities to discover what our industry can deliver.28
The five megatrends that we have discussed in previous Connecticut insurance
market publications continue to shape and disrupt the global economic
landscape and society. These megatrends provide a powerful lens for examining
the broad changes taking place across the globe that are having an impact on the
insurance industry and beyond.
The megatrends are altering the way insurers compete
Social
The balance of power is shifting toward customers
Technological
Advances in software and hardware are transforming ‘Big Data’ into actionable insights
Environmental
Increasing severity and frequency of catastrophic events are giving rise to more
sophisticated risk models and risk transfer
Economic
The rise of economic and political power in emerging markets
Political
There is harmonization, standardization and globalization of the insurance market
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What is the biggest
change the insurance industry has
experienced over
the last five years? What do
you see as the biggest change
impacting the insurance industry in the next five years?
“The insurance industry was
in the big data business long
before the phrase existed. Profits
hinged on detailed data, smart
actuaries and what we might
now call predictive analytics.
But the level of the game has
changed dramatically, with
vast new quantities of data,
much of it real-time, combined
with cognitive computing
engines able to detect trends
and patterns with superhuman
acuity. Operations will
change dramatically—both
for established firms and the
inevitable new competitors—but
those who succeed will do so by
boldly adopting new technology
while still carefully maintaining
trusted relationships.”

On the following pages, we summarize some of the innovation and change
drivers insurers are facing and how they can leverage them to gain a competitive
advantage. For more information, please refer to following PwC publications:
Top insurance issues in 2016; Top health industry issues of 2016; Innovating to
grow: A new world of opportunity for insurers; Turnaround and transformation in
cybersecurity: Key findings from The Global State of Information Security® Survey
2016; Tech breakthroughs megatrend: how to prepare for its impact; Changing
coverage? Brexit’s effect on US insurers and reinsurers; and US Insurance Deals
insights 1H 2016.

Innovating to grow: A new world of opportunity
for insurers
Financial Technology (FinTech), more specifically, Insurance Technology
(InsurTech)—a growing subset of FinTech—is driving change in the industry.
While the pace of change and market disruption has been daunting for most
incumbent insurers, the growing presence of FinTech and InsurTech companies is
creating real opportunities for the industry.
Highlights from the PwC Global FinTech Report 2016

74%

Three in four insurers predict disruption of their
business over the next 5 years…

43%

…but only 43% have FinTech at the heart of their corporate strategy.

28%

Less than a third of insurers are exploring partnerships with FinTechs,

14%

and only 14% have a more active participation by investing in and/or supporting
FinTech incubators.

Source: 2016 PwC Global FinTech Survey

Michael Rogers
Author and Principal
Practical Futurist

Although new technological innovators may have solutions to customer needs,
they often lack insight into how they can apply and scale them for specific
industries. Accordingly, insurance companies are in a powerful position to move
beyond incremental innovation and leapfrog into bigger breakthroughs that can
result in meaningful competitive differentiation. In fact, InsurTech can open
up new avenues to innovate, improve the relevance of insurance products and
services, accelerate speed-to-market, and provide new opportunities for growth
for industry front runners.
As part of PwC’s Future of Insurance initiative, we have interviewed many
industry executives and identified six key InsurTech business opportunities,
which are depicted below. We see a combination of market and organizational
priorities which open the door for these new opportunities.
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Six key InsurTech business opportunities
Business Opportunities – External View

Meet changing
customer needs
with new offering

Product

Sales and
Marketing

Enhance interactions
and build trusted
relationships

Distribution

Underwriting

Augment existing
capabilities and
reach with strategic
relationships
Claims

Customer
Service

Incumbents

Customer

Leverage existing
data and analytics
to generate
risk insights

Utilize new
approaches to
underwrite risk
and predict loss

Enable the business
with sophisticated
operational
capabilities

Ecosystem

Business Opportunities – Internal View

External opportunities primarily relate to social and technological trends and
pertain to the shift in customer needs and expectations (which digital technology
has facilitated). Insurers have been taking action in these areas to stay relevant
in the market and at least maintain their market position. For many companies,
focusing on these opportunities remains critical, but this is not enough for them
to gain a truly competitive advantage.
Internal opportunities relate to using technology to enhance operations and
business function execution. For example, some insurers have used artificial
intelligence (AI) technology to enhance internal operations, which has improved
efficiencies and automated existing customer-facing, underwriting and
claims processes.
To take full advantage of these opportunities, insurers need to determine their
innovation needs and make meaningful connections with innovators. Doing so
will help them balance their innovation mix—in other words, where they can
make incremental innovations (the ones that keep them in the game) and where
they can strive for real breakthroughs with disruptive and radical innovation (the
ones that position them as market leaders).

Establishing a path forward
An effective enterprise innovation model (EIM) will take into account the
different ways to meet an organization’s various needs and help it make
innovative breakthroughs. The model or combination of models that is most
suitable for an organization will depend on its innovation appetite, the type of
partnerships it desires and the capabilities it needs. EIMs feature three primary
approaches to support corporate strategy:
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What is the biggest
change your company
has experienced over
the last five years?
What do you see as the biggest
change impacting your company in the next five years and
how are you addressing?

• Build – Incubators are a common and effective way to build innovative
capabilities and accelerate change. They can be internal, but most companies
have preferred to establish them externally and then bring their ideas back
into the company.
• Buy – In this case, an insurer typically will establish a strategic corporate
ventures division that sources ideas from outside the company. The company
provides funding and support for equity, while the venture explores, identifies
and evaluates solutions, and participates in new ventures.
An effective enterprise innovation model will take into account the different ways to meet
an organization's various needs and help it make innovative breakthroughs.

Planning
Connecting

“We are operating in a dynamic
world, disrupted by macroeconomic, regulatory, political,
societal and technological
shifts, and we are capitalizing
on these trends and finding new
opportunities to offer even more
value to our customers. For The
Hartford, this means focusing
on being a broader, deeper
risk player; an easier and more
contemporary company to do
business with; and a company
with the culture and values
required to attract and retain
top talent. We are a company
that has adapted and redefined
itself for 206 years and we are
excited about the possibilities
ahead for all of us in the
insurance industry.”

• Partner – Innovation centers (also known as hubs or labs) are the most
common of the three EIM approaches. Their main purpose is to connect
insurers to the InsurTech ecosystem and create new channels for bringing an
outside-in view of innovation to the business units.

Accelerating

Christopher J. Swift
Chairman of the Board of Directors
and Chief Executive Officer
The Hartford Financial
Services Group, Inc.
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Enterprise
innovation key
functions

Key activities

Innovation
portfolio

Coordinate innovation efforts around strike zones and align
with corporate strategy

Best practices

Explore the ecosystem to detect and promote best practices
and key technologies

External
knowledge and
relationships

Build relationships with potential partners for external
knowledge and/or capabilities

Ideation and
design

Sense the ecosystem and explore the opportunity space to
design new potential use cases

Prototyping

Promote rapid prototyping and lean startups for rapid
iteration and learning

Scaling

Leverage external connections to ﬁnd partners to scale
existing prototypes

Companies can select elements from each of the above models based on their
need for external innovation, the availability of talent, their ability to execute,
and the amount of investment the organization is willing to commit. However,
whether the organization is designing a new enterprise innovation model or
evaluating its current model, it is important that the model can accommodate six
distinct functions as depicted above.
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Attracting talent, bridging gaps
Even though insurers can create the internal structures that support innovation,
most of them will have to enlist external resources in one way or another.
Accordingly, they will need to assess the availability and compatibility of existing
talent and determine how and where they can find what may not currently
be available. Much like with enterprise innovation models, there are certain
ways (often in combination) that insurers can locate and obtain the resources
they need:
• Acquire new talent from startups.
• Attract talent directly from the market.
• Partner with startups, technology vendors, universities, researchers and other
proven innovators.
• Grow talent.
To have a better idea of the implications of the talent challenge, insurers again
need to keep in mind that innovation in insurance is coming from both inside and
outside the industry. Accordingly, we expect many talented professionals without
insurance-specific skills will be the ones who wind up driving innovation.

Cyber risk and regulation in the innovation agenda
Results from PwC’s latest Global FinTech Survey show that IT security and
regulatory uncertainty are top issues for insurance innovators. Interestingly,
while incumbents are much more concerned about cyber risk than new entrants,
emerging InsurTechs often struggle to address regulatory challenges that
frequently are part of incumbents’ business as usual. And, differing perceptions
of cyber and regulatory challenges is one of the main areas of potential discord
between established insurers and new players. Accordingly, both cyber risk and
regulation are an essential part of the innovation agenda. This requires including
appropriate cyber-risk and regulatory specialists in the development of the
enterprise innovation model.
New risk exposures and uncertainty about the effectiveness of existing measures
to protect against will require companies to make especially careful consideration
about the sustainability of their EIMs and actual innovations. In particular,
partnering with or acquiring InsurTech companies means that the incumbent’s
traditional IT boundaries are likely to stretch more and more with each new
venture. Moreover, because startups are geared toward rapid innovation, they
do not always consider that regulatory and compliance issues or violations can
arise later. Effective changes will come from close consultation between insurers
and regulators, but with full and open consideration of emerging players’ points
of view.
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Implications
In closing, while most insurers have embraced change to support incremental
innovation, most of them recognize they need to do much more to promote
the breakthroughs that result in a true competitive advantage. Accordingly,
insurance leaders’ innovation agenda should include:
• Scenario planning – What are potential future scenarios and
their implications?
• Real-time monitoring and analysis of the InsurTech landscape – What’s out
there that can help us now, and what do we want that may not exist yet?
• Determining how to promote enterprise innovation, including which
combination of approaches will most effectively accelerate and enable
execution – What’s the best approach for us to stimulate and take advantage
of innovation?
• Augmenting the organization with new and different types of talent – Where
are the innovators we need and how can we best attract and employ them?
• Cyber security and regulation – Are we prepared for the operational
challenges that new technology can present, and have we and our existing
and potential partners considered the compliance ramifications of what we’re
doing or considering?
Insurers must start by addressing their innovation needs and assessing how
prepared the organization is to cultivate innovation. Once there is a clear idea of
the organization’s strategic goals and a suitable appetite for change, insurers can
start planning how to maintain awareness of promising new trends and potential
future scenarios. Lastly, insurers must decide how they plan on interacting with
technology startups and their plan for linking to the InsurTech industry.
These decisions will inform how the company approaches innovation, any talent
gaps that may exist, and the most promising opportunities. Most importantly, the
resulting insights can help insurers translate knowledge of disruptive forces into
strategic, actionable plans for competitive innovation.

While most insurers have embraced change to support
incremental innovation, most of them recognize they
need to do much more to promote the breakthroughs
that result in a true competitive advantage.
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Survival of the fittest
Staying ahead of the pace of change

Woody Bradford
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Conning

“It is not the strongest or the most
intelligent who will survive but those
who can best manage change.”
– Charles Darwin

The pace and magnitude of change in the
investment environment are remarkable.
This is of particular concern for insurance
executives responsible for managing
capital and investments and responding to
regulatory changes. Companies that can
keep up with this pace of change through
innovative investment approaches will find
a competitive advantage—others may fall
by the wayside.
To innovate, insurance industry leaders
need to question conventional wisdom
and create a culture of innovation—past
beliefs may no longer hold true in this new
environment. Will regulatory and rating
agency models continue to serve as an
effective guide for appropriate capital levels
and structure? Will investment income
continue to serve as a primary source of
earnings in the insurance industry?

Executives need to understand and
articulate risk characteristics that recognize
both internal business requirements and
expanding regulatory requirements. While
changing regulatory and rating agency
models may have a profound impact
on investment strategies, responses to
regulatory changes generally lag more
attractive investment opportunities.
The impact of regulatory changes may
also distort risk and return metrics, and
artificially increase demand for favored
asset categories. How do we assess risk
when something as “safe” as a government
bond may be providing negative returns?

Companies that can keep
up with this pace of change
through innovative investment
approaches will find a
competitive advantage—
others may fall by the wayside.
Like any industry, some insurers will be
ahead of the curve in terms of innovative
approaches, but many will likely find
themselves in the middle of the curve. They
may find that investment yields overall
remain de minimis for an extended period.
Will barely beating a benchmark that is
close to zero support a sustainable business
model? If not, what innovative strategies
must be considered not only to thrive, but
also survive?
Insurance industry leaders that adapt the
fastest to change will need to integrate
investments more fully into their business,
rather than investing through standalone
investment departments searching for
incremental income. Investment risk
will need to be considered in the context
of the overall enterprise risk of the
entire organization.
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When managing risk at an enterprise level,
will a new purpose for investments be to
improve risk-adjusted returns on capital,
rather than investment income alone? This
would require more extensive integration
into business goals, perhaps at the
product or unit level, and a more granular
approach to both investing and measuring
investment performance, supported by
sophisticated modeling tools, Big Data,
and probably Artificial Intelligence (AI). In
addition, incentives for both management
and investment teams will need to be
aligned to support this approach.
A changing environment is challenging
the traditional business model, and even
the fundamental value proposition of
insurance companies. Darwin would agree
that companies that can innovate and
adapt the best to their new environment
will develop an advantage over those that
rely on conventional approaches. A new
focus on risk-adjusted returns on capital
may make the difference between soaring
like an eagle or becoming as extinct as a
dodo bird in an increasingly complex and
volatile environment.

To innovate, insurance
industry leaders need to
question conventional wisdom
and create a culture of
innovation—past beliefs may
no longer hold true in this
new environment.
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Preparing for the technological breakthroughs megatrend
The technological breakthroughs megatrend is manifesting itself in a proliferation of technologies. To remain relevant and
to succeed, emerging technology strategy needs to be a part of every company’s corporate strategy. The most pertinent
technologies—and the corresponding strategy—will of course vary from company to company; but PwC’s analysis of more
than 150 emerging technologies pinpoints the eight that most C-suites should start with.29

“Essential Eight” emerging technologies
Below is a summary of the “Essential Eight” emerging technologies that companies should be considering now.
The “Essential Eight” emerging technologies

Artificial Intelligence (AI) – Software algorithms that are capable of performing tasks
that normally require human intelligence, such as visual perception, speech recognition,
decision making, and language translation. AI is an “umbrella” concept that is made up
of numerous subfields such as machine learning, which focuses on the development
of programs that can teach themselves to learn, understand, reason, plan, and act (i.e.,
become more “intelligent”) when exposed to new data in the right quantities.
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Augmented Reality (AR) – Addition of information or visuals to the physical world, via
a graphics and/or audio overlay, to improve the user experience for a task or a product.
This “augmentation” of the real world is achieved via supplemental devices that render
and display said information. AR is distinct from Virtual Reality (VR); the latter being
designed and used to recreate reality within a confined experience.
Blockchain – Distributed electronic ledger that uses software algorithms to record
and confirm transactions with reliability and anonymity. The record of events is
shared between many parties and information once entered cannot be altered, as the
downstream chain reinforces upstream transactions.
Drones – Air- or water-based devices and vehicles, for example Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (UAV), that fly or move without an on-board human pilot. Drones can operate
autonomously (via on-board computers) on a predefined flight plan or be controlled
remotely. (Note: This category is distinct from autonomous land-based vehicles.)
Internet of Things (IoT) – Network of objects—devices, vehicles, etc.—embedded with
sensors, software, network connectivity, and compute capability, that can collect and
exchange data over the Internet. IoT enables devices to be connected and remotely
monitored or controlled. The term IoT has come to represent any device that is now
“connected” and accessible via a network connection. The Industrial IoT (IIoT) is a subset
of IoT and refers to its use in manufacturing and industrial sectors.
Robots – Electro-mechanical machines or virtual agents that automate, augment or
assist human activities, autonomously or according to set instructions—often a computer
program. (Note: Drones are also robots, but we list them as a separate technology.)
Virtual Reality (VR) – Computer-generated simulation of a three-dimensional image or
a complete environment, within a defined and contained space (unlike AR), that viewers
can interact with in realistic ways. VR is intended to be an immersive experience and
typically requires equipment, most commonly a helmet/headset.
3D printing – Additive manufacturing techniques used to create three-dimensional
objects based on digital models by layering or “printing” successive layers of materials.
3D printing relies on innovative “inks” including plastic, metal, and more recently, glass
and wood.
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Impact on your business model
What is the biggest
change your company
has experienced over
the last five years?
What do you see as the biggest
change impacting your company in the next five years and
how are you addressing?
“The rapid changes in technology
have been and will continue to
be both the biggest challenge
and opportunity for our
industry. In a 24/7, constantly
connected digital age, customers
no longer compare us to other
insurers; they’re comparing us
to every other company they
do business with. They want an
interface as simple as Uber’s, a
recommendation as accurate as
Google’s and customer service as
prompt as Amazon’s. At the same
time, we know the personal
touch of a financial professional
is the primary way most people
want to work with us. So at
MassMutual, we are striving to
build the best experience we
can for our customers in any
way they want to do business,
whether it is in-person, online or
over the phone.”

It is likely that these technologies will shake things up across all five aspects of
a company’s business model,30 including:
• Strategy – If strategy is about defining “what business to pursue,” then
these technologies are opening up a slew of new opportunities and
corresponding considerations.
• Customer engagement – The Essential Eight technologies are already
reshaping almost every dimension of companies’ interactions with their
customers, from sales and marketing to billing and after-sales support.
• Operations – AI, robots, drones, and 3D printing can all improve operational
efficiency and provide significant competitive advantage.
• People and talent – The eight technologies are creating brand-new
job categories, but a worrying consequence may be slower job growth.
Concurrently, new technologies beget new companies and new job categories.
• Compliance – This is an often overlooked aspect of the business model. We
believe the shortlisted technologies will see many companies scrambling to
adapt to—and trying to influence—the resulting regulatory landscapes. The
regulators themselves are likely to be in a catch-up mode for a while.

Implications
The tracking, evaluation, and action plan development for these emerging
technologies, while a complex and involved undertaking, should now be an
integral component of a company’s overall corporate strategy. To do so, there are
three questions that the C-suite must find effective answers to:
1. Do we have a sustainable innovation strategy and process?
2. Have we quantified the impact of new technologies? If not, how can we do
that—and how soon?
3. Do we have an emerging-technologies road map? If so, are we keeping it up
to date?

Artificial Intelligence in insurance: Hype or reality?
Roger Crandall
Chairman, President and
Chief Executive Officer
Massachusetts Mutual Life
Insurance Company

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is now ubiquitous in many commercial products,
from search engines to virtual assistants. It is enabled by the exponential
growth in computing power, memory capacity, cloud computing, distributed
and parallel processing, open-source solutions, and global connectivity of both
people and machines. The massive amounts and the speed at which structured
and unstructured (e.g., text, audio, video, sensor) data is being generated has
made a necessity of speedily processing and generating meaningful, actionable
insights from it.
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Demystifying artificial intelligence
The term “artificial intelligence” is often misused and therefore, it’s worth
clarifying its scope and definition.
• AI and machine learning – Machine learning is just one topic area or subfield
of AI. It is the science and engineering of making machines “learn.”
• Machine learning and deep learning – Machine learning and deep learning
are often used interchangeably. Deep learning is actually a type of machine
learning that uses multilayered neural networks to learn. There are other
approaches to machine learning, including Bayesian learning, evolutionary
learning, and symbolic learning.
• AI and cognitive computing – Cognitive computing is a subset of AI that
focuses on simulating human thought process based on how the brain works.
It is also viewed as a “category of technologies that uses natural language
processing and machine learning to enable people and machines to interact
more naturally to extend and magnify human expertise and cognition.”31
• AI and data science – Data science32 refers to the interdisciplinary field
that incorporates, statistics, mathematics, computer science, and business
analysis to collect, organize, analyze large amounts of data to generate
actionable insights. The types of data (e.g., text, audio, video) and the analytic
techniques (e.g., decision trees, neural networks) that both data science and
AI use are similar. Differences, if any, may be in their purpose. Data science
aims to generate actionable insights to business, irrespective of any claims
about simulating human intelligence, while the pursuit of AI may be to
simulate human intelligence.
Topic areas within artficial intelligence (non-exhaustive)

Natural
language
generation

Knowledge
representation
Natural
language
processing

Deep Q&A
systems
Deep learning

Image
analytics

Robotics
Social network
analysis

Virtual personal
assistants

Source: 2016 PwC Global FinTech Survey
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Audio/speech
analytics
Simulation
modelling

Graph analysis

Machine
learning

Visualization

Sensors/
Internet
of Things
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Soft robotics
Recommender
systems

Machine
translation

As the diagram on the left indicates, artificial intelligence is not a monolithic
subject area. It comprises a number of things that all add to our notion of what
it means to be “intelligent.” In the pages that follow, we provide some examples
of AI in the insurance industry; how it’s changing the nature of the customer
experience, distribution, risk management, and operations.
Personalized customer experience: Redefining value proposition
Customer experience

AI in customer experience

• Early stage – Enhancing and
personalizing the customer experience.
Exploiting social data to understand
customer needs and sentiments about
products and processes (e.g., claims) are
some early applications of AI.

• Natural language processing – Use
of text mining, topic modeling, and
sentiment analysis of unstructured
social and online/offline
interaction data.

• Audio/speech analytics – Use of call
center audio recording to understand
• Intermediate stage – Predicting
reasons for calls and emotion of callers.
what customers need and inferring
their behaviors from what they do.
• Machine learning – Decision tree
Machine learning and reality mining
analysis, Bayesian learning and social
techniques can be used to infer millions of
physics can infer behaviors from data.
customer behaviors.
• Simulation modeling – Agent-based
• Advanced stage – Personalizing
simulation to model each customer and
interactions and tailoring offers to
their interactions.
customers. Insurers ultimately will reach
a segment of one by using agent-based
modeling to understand, simulate, and
tailor customer interactions and offers.

Automated and augmented underwriting: Enhancing efficiencies
Underwriting

AI in underwriting

• Early stage – Automating large classes of • Deep QA systems – Using deep
question answering techniques to help
standardized underwriting in auto, home,
underwriters look for appropriate
commercial (small and medium business),
risk attributes.
life, and group using sensor (IoT) data,
unstructured text data (e.g., agent/
• Soft robotics – Use of process
advisor or physician notes), call center
mining techniques to automate and
voice data and image data using Bayesian
improve efficiencies.
learning or deep learning techniques.
• Machine learning – Using decision tree
• Intermediate stage – Modeling of new
analysis, Bayesian networks, and deep
business and underwriting process using
learning to develop predictive models
soft robotics and simulation modeling to
on risk assessment.
understand risk drivers and expand the
• Sensor/IoT – Using home and
classes of automated and augmented (i.e.,
industrial IoT data to build operational
human-performed) underwriting.
intelligence on risk drivers that feed
• Advanced stage – Augmenting of large
into machine learning techniques.
commercial underwriting and life/
• Simulation modeling – Building deep
disability underwriting by having AI
causal models of risk in the commercial
systems highlight key considerations for
and life product lines using system
human decision-makers. Personalized
dynamics models.
underwriting by company or individual
takes into account unique behaviors
and circumstances.
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Emerging risk identification through
man-machine learning
Emerging risks and new product innovation
Identifying emerging risks (e.g., cyber, climate, nanotechnology), analyzing
observable trends, determining if there is an appropriate insurance market for
these risks, and developing new coverage products in response historically have
been creative human endeavors. However, collecting, organizing, cleansing,
synthesizing, and even generating insights from large volumes of structured and
unstructured data are now typically machine learning tasks. In the medium term,
combining human and machine insights offers insurers complementary, value
generating capabilities.
Man-machine learning
Combining human creativity with mechanical analysis and synthesis of large
volumes of data—in other words, man-machine learning (MML)—can yield
immediate results. For example, in MML, the machine learning component sifts
through daily news from a variety of sources to identify trends and potentially
significant signals. The human learning component provides reinforcement and
feedback to the machine learning component, which then refines its sources
and weights to offer broader and deeper content. Using this type of MML, risk
experts (also using machine learning) can identify emerging risks and monitor
their significance and growth. MML can further help insurers to identify potential
customers, understand key features, tailor offers, and incorporate feedback to
refine new product introduction.
Digital advice: Redefining distribution
Financial advice

AI in financial advice

• Natural language processing –
• Early stage – Licensed agents
Text mining, topic modeling and
traditionally provide protection and
sentiment analysis.
financial product advice. Early roboadvisors have typically offered a portfolio • Deep QA systems – Use of deep
selection and execution engine for selfquestion answering techniques to
directed customers.
help advisors identify the right tax
advantaged products.
• Intermediate stage – Offer better
intelligence on customer needs and
• Machine learning – Decision tree
goal-based planning for both protection
analysis and Bayesian learning to
and financial products. Recommender
develop predictive models on when
systems and “someone like you” statistical
customers need what product based on
matching will likely become increasingly
life-stage and life events.
available to customers and advisors.
• Simulation modeling – Agent-based
• Advanced stage – Understanding
simulation to model the cradle-to-grave
of individual and household balance
life events of customers and facilitate
sheets and income statements, as well
goal-based planning.
as economic, market and individual
• Virtual personal assistants – Mobile
scenarios to recommend, monitor and
assistants that monitor the behavior,
alter financial goals and portfolios for
spending, and saving patterns
customers and advisors.
of consumers.
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Robo-claims adjuster: Reducing claims processing time and costs
Claims

AI in claims

• Early stage – Build predictive models for • Soft robotics – Use of process mining
techniques to identify bottlenecks and
expense management, high-value losses,
improve efficiencies and conformance
reserving, settlement, litigation, and
with standard claims processes.
fraudulent claims using existing historical
data. Analyze claims process flows to
• Graph analysis – Use of graph or social
identify bottlenecks and streamline
networks to identify patterns of fraud
flow leading to higher company and
in claims.
customer satisfaction.
• Machine learning – To determine repair
• Intermediate stage – Build robo-claims
costs, use of deep learning techniques
adjuster by leveraging predictive models
to automatically categorize the severity
and building deep learning models that
of damage to vehicles involved in
can analyze images to estimate repair
accidents. Use decision tree, Sector
costs. Use sensors and IoT to proactively
Vector Machines, and Bayesian Networks
monitor and prevent events, thereby
to build claims predictive models.
reducing losses.
• Sensor/IoT—To mitigate risk and
• Advanced stage – Build claims insights
reduce losses, use of home and
platform that can accurately model and
industrial IoT data to build operational
update frequency and severity of losses
intelligence on frequency and severity
over different economic and insurance
of accidents.
cycles. Carriers can apply claims insights
• Simulation modeling – Building deep
to product design, distribution, and
causal claims models using system
marketing to improve overall lifetime
dynamic and agent-based techniques
profitability of customers.
and linking them with products
and distribution.

Implications

The fastest-growing
service areas are
in infrastructure,
transportation, insurance
and media/entertainment.
Source: PwC Technology Forecast: Are
commercial drones ready for takeoff? 2016

AI’s initial impact primarily relates to improving efficiencies and automating
existing customer-facing, underwriting and claims processes. Over time,
it will identify, assess, and underwrite emerging risks and identify new
revenue sources.
• Improving efficiencies – AI is already improving efficiencies in customer
interaction and conversion ratios, reducing quote-to-bind and FNOL-toclaim resolution times, and increasing new product speed-to-market. These
efficiencies are the result of AI techniques speeding up decision making (e.g.,
automating underwriting, auto-adjudicating claims, automating financial
advice, etc.).
• Improving effectiveness – With sophisticated decision-making capabilities,
AI will likely improve targeting of prospects in order to convert them to
customers, refine risk assessment and risk-based pricing, enhance claims
adjustment, and more. Over time, as AI systems learn from their interactions
with the environment and with their human masters, they are likely to become
more effective than humans and replace advisors, underwriters, call center
representatives, and claims adjusters.
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In early 2016, PwC
estimated the total
available market for droneenabled services to be

$127
billion.
Source: PwC Technology Forecast: Are
commercial drones ready for takeoff? 2016

• Improving risk selection and assessment – AI’s most profound impact could
result from its ability to identify trends and emerging risks, and assess risks
for individuals, corporations, and lines of business. It will likely help carriers
develop new sources of revenue from risk and nonrisk based information also
will likely be significant.

Starting the journey
Most organizations already have a big data and analytics or data science group.
The following are specific steps for incorporating AI techniques within a broader
data science group.
• Start from business decisions – Catalog the key strategic decisions that
affect the business and the related metrics that need improvement (e.g., better
customer targeting to increase conversion ratio, reducing claims processing
time to improve satisfaction, etc.).
• Identify appropriate AI areas – Solving any particular business problem will
likely involve more than one AI area. Ensure that you map all appropriate AI
areas (e.g., natural language processing, machine learning, image analytics)
to the problem you want to address.
• Think big, start small – Companies will need to build the right data,
techniques, skills, and executive decision making to exploit AI’s potential
in decision making. Have an evolutionary path towards more advanced
capabilities. AI’s full power will become available when the AI platform
continuously learns from both the environment and people.
• Build training data sets – Create your own proprietary data set for training
staff and measuring the accuracy of your algorithms. For example, create your
own proprietary database of “crash images” and benchmark the accuracy of
your existing algorithms against them. You should consistently aim to improve
the accuracy of the algorithms against comparable human decisions.
• Pilot with parallel runs – Build a pilot of your AI solution using existing
vendor solutions or open source tools. Conduct parallel runs of the AI
solution with human decision makers. Compare and iteratively improve the
performance/accuracy of the AI solution.
• Scale and manage change – Once the AI solution has proven itself, scale it
with the appropriate software/hardware architecture, and institute a broad
change management program to change the internal decision making mindset.
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Navigating the new digital world

Rodney O. Martin, Jr.
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Voya Financial

Increasingly, the accelerated
use of technology is going to
define the future, and the
way we live, work and meet
the needs of customers. It
requires the insurance sector
to prudently navigate the
new digital world—to retain
a personal relationship with
customers, while providing
the automated service that is
expected today.

An evolving trend that we have observed
during the last few years is a massive
influx of technology, which has been
rapidly redefining business models across
industries. For example, the emergence of
digital advice and robo-advisors continues
to disrupt the traditional view of saving
and investing. Companies must adapt to
this change, such as with the creation of
wearable tech, which has not only created
a new market, but is being embraced by
certain life and health insurers. These
tools provide more efficient, advanced and
consistent ways to serve customers when,
where and how they want to be served,
igniting a competitive advantage that did
not previously exist; a way to reduce costs
for companies, while enabling them to
grow faster.
It is up to each company to keep up
the pace in this constantly evolving
competitive, and digital, environment. For
insurance companies—who offer products
that house highly confidential data, and
sell to customers who significantly range
in age—keeping up requires a very careful
assessment of what tools will enable
the best customer experience, without
disengaging an audience that may be
cautious about new technology.
At one end of the spectrum, the market is
heavily driven by millennials. The rapid
technological advances that we have seen
in recent years have unleashed a growing
expectation that almost anything can and
should be available on demand, whether
online or through a mobile application.
This tech savvy group expects more
from online platforms and services, and
compares all service experiences to those
provided by Amazon or Apple—convenient,
user-friendly and quick.
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While millennials have rapidly become
a more dominating area of focus for
companies, there is still a broader customer
base that continues to value the face-toface relationship of a financial advisor
or broker. In the transition to a more
digital organization, it is important to be
cognizant of the approach taken to get
there. How a digital function is achieved
is as important as what tools, platforms,
and programs are produced. Sharing how
these new platforms came to be, and why
they trump the previous human interaction
model, is critical for reaching customers at
every life stage.
Voya has made IT simplification—the
consolidation of digital platforms across its
businesses—a strategic priority, which will
enable the company’s digital and analytics
initiatives. Like so many companies in
other industries, we are looking “outside
in” to ensure that we create experiences
and products that align with customer
expectations. Fully digitized processes
also create efficiencies in many areas and
facilitate the delivery of greater insights
to customers, which helps to improve
customer decision making and ultimately
serve them in the best way possible.
Increasingly, the accelerated use of
technology is going to define the future,
and the way we live, work and meet
the needs of customers. It requires the
insurance sector to prudently navigate the
new digital world—to retain a personal
relationship with customers, while
providing the automated service that is
expected today.
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After all of the energy that
companies exert to reduce
expenses, there is often
little left over to spend on
strategic initiatives.

Are you fit for growth?
When it comes to scrutinizing costs, most insurance companies can say “Been
there, done that.” The typical result is flirtation with the latest management
trends like lean, outsourcing and offshoring, and others to cut costs. Meanwhile,
managers develop strategies to capitalize on the trends reshaping the industry—
customer centricity, analytics, digital platforms and disruptive delivery and
distribution models. Yet, after all of the energy that companies exert to reduce
expenses, there is often little left over to spend on these strategic initiatives.

Why do you need to look at your expense structure?
A variety of pressures have led carriers to improve their cost structures. In all
parts of the market, low interest rates and investment returns are forcing carriers
to scrutinize costs to improve return on capital, or even to maintain profitability
to stay in business.
P&C carriers with lower-cost distribution models have been able to channel
investments into advertising and take share, forcing competitors to reduce costs
to defend their positions. Consolidation in the health, group and reinsurance
sectors have forced smaller insurers to explore more scalable cost structures or
put themselves up for sale. For life and retirement companies, lower interest rates
have taken a toll on the competitiveness of investment-based products.
This spells trouble for companies that have not adequately sorted out their
expense structure. And a shrinking insurance company sooner or later will likely
run afoul of regulators, ratings agencies, distributors, and customers. Even if
expenses are shrinking but revenue is declining more quickly, the downward
spiral will likely accelerate. It is virtually impossible to maintain profitability
without growth.

The math doesn’t work
unless you’re finding
ways to spend less in
unimportant areas and
allocate those savings to
more important ones.

The reality is companies have to grow, and that’s difficult in a mature market,
especially in times when “the market” isn’t helping. What’s the key to success
then? In short, growth comes from better capabilities, service, customer-focus,
and products—all of which require ongoing investment in capabilities.
The math doesn’t work unless you’re finding ways to spend less in unimportant
areas and allocate those savings to more important ones. If your answer to any
of the following questions is “no,” then you need to look at your allocation of
resources for capital, assets and spend:
• Are you making your desired return on capital?
• Are your growth levels acceptable?
• Do you have an expense structure that lets you compete at scale?
The transformation of insurers from clerk-intensive, army-sized bureaucracies
to highly-automated financial and service operations has been a decades-long
process. The industry has invested heavily in standardization and automation
but, when we take a closer look, we see an industry with a considerable amount
of customization and one-offs.
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Reducing costs: “Been there, done that?”

“Revenue increasing”

“Need scale”

1

“Revenue declining”

“Downward spiral”

3

“Unit costs increasing”

Description

“Capitalize on winning”

2

“Slow demise”

4

“Unit costs declining”

Potential path forward

1

You’re winning in the marketplace,
but you’ll need scale to win over the
longer term.

New channels, partnerships and
business models that significantly
change the cost curve.

2

You’re winning in the marketplace and
your cost structure is helping.

Capitalize on the opportunity to knock
out competitors or leverage capabilities
into new markets.

3

You’re losing in the market
place and are not, or cannot
control costs.

BPO may be an option. Or a merger.
You’ll need to move fast because
distribution, regulators and rating
agencies will not stand idly by.

4

You’re losing in the marketplace,
and though it doesn’t happen
often, your costs are improving.

Consider all the options, including
initiatives with room to get more
strategic about both growth and
cutting costs.
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Why are expenses so
intractable? The issue
is scale.

Why are expenses difficult to measure, let alone control. The issue is scale.
The industry’s poorly kept secret is that insurers have sold many permutations
of products with many different features. All of these have risk, service,
compensation, accounting, and reporting expenses, as well as coverage tails so
long the company can’t help but operate below scale.
What defines operating at scale for you? A straightforward way to answer this
question is to consider whether or not you’re operating at a level of efficiency on
par with or better than the best in the marketplace. Where do you draw the line?
The top 10% to 15%? The top 20% to 25%? Next, ask yourself if you, in fact, are
operating at scale. Remove large policies and reinsurance that disguise operating
results, sort out how many differentiated service models you are supporting.
Are you in the bottom half-of-performers? Are you in the top 50%, but not the
top quartile?
Insurers need a more versatile and flexible expense structure to fully operate
at scale and be more competitive. We explain below why this is especially
urgent now.

Competition is changing
Customers have access to a wealth of information and are using it to make more
informed choices. New market entrants are establishing a foothold in direct and
lightly assisted distribution models that make wealth management services more
affordable for more market segments. Name brands are establishing customer
mind-share with extensive advertising. FinTech is shifting the way we think about
adding capabilities and creating new capabilities near real time. Outsourcers
are increasingly more proficient and are investing in new technologies and
capabilities that only the largest companies can afford to do at scale.
The competitive landscape will continue to change. More products will likely
be commoditized. Stronger companies will likely go after competitors with less
name recognition, scale, and lower ratings. Customer research and behavioral
analytics will likely more accurately discern life-long customer behavior and
buying patterns for most lifestyles and socio-demographic groups. The role
of advisors will likely change, but customers of all ages will still like at least
occasional advice, especially when their needs—and the products they purchase
to meet them—are complex.
Stakes are greater each year and now include internal and external digital
platforms, data-derived service (and self-service) models, omni-channel
distribution models, and extensive use of advanced analytics. The need to
improve time-to-market has never been more important. Scale matters. Because
they can increase scale, partners also matter even more than in the past.
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In conclusion, insurers need to ensure that their capital and operating spend
aligns with their strategy and capabilities and the ways they choose to
differentiate themselves in the market. The ones that don’t do this will fall
increasingly behind the market leaders.

Insurers need to ensure that their capital and operating
spend aligns with their strategy and capabilities and
the ways they choose to differentiate themselves in the
market. The ones that don’t do this will fall increasingly
behind the market leaders.
Implications
• Managing expenses is a job that is never finished – Even if you’ve already
looked at expenses, you will always have to keep rolling that particular
boulder up the hill. Acknowledging that you could always manage expenses
better is the first step to doing it well.
• Identify and commit to the cost curves that get you to scale – This may
require new thinking about sourcing partners and which evolving capabilities
hold the most promise for the future of the company. How transformative
do your digital platforms need to be? Can the cloud help you operate more
efficiently and economically? How constraining is your culture, management
and governance?
• Every company needs to invest – Every company needs to be “fit for growth.”
You will need to increase expenses where it helps you compete and decrease
it where it doesn’t. This is hard to do, but the companies that don’t do it
successfully will be left by the wayside.
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Appetite for M&A
remains strong driven by
interest from foreign and
private equity investors.
Performance and
regulatory concerns will
likely spur activity including
divestitures and acquisitions
to enhance revenue.

The insurance deals market
Insurance M&A markets remained active in the first half of 2016 despite the lack
of mega deals (deals more than $1 billion). The largest transaction in the first
half of the year was BB&T Corp. acquiring wholesale insurance broker Swett
& Crawford for $500 million in cash from London-based Cooper Gay Swett &
Crawford. MassMutual completed its acquisition of MetLife’s US retail advisor
force, allowing the expansion of its US client base.33
On a relative basis, the announced deal activity and value declined compared
to 2015, where we saw a record number of transactions in the sector, including
several mega deals including ACE Ltd.’s acquisition of Chubb Corp. for $30
billion, TokioMarine’s acquisition of HCC Insurance Holdings for $7.5 billion, and
Meiji Yasuda Life’s acquisition of StanCorp Financial for $5 billion.34
Value by the numbers

$2.4B

76%
Decrease in
deal value
versus 1H 2015

95%
Decrease in
deal value
versus 2H 2015

Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence

Volume by the numbers

232

13%

8%

Decrease in
deal value
versus 1H 2015

Decrease in
deal value
versus 2H 2015

Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence

Brokers comprised

87%

of insurance deals in the
first half of 2016.
Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence
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Key highlights
Deal volume remained strong in the first half of 2016 with 232 insurance
announced deals, 87% of which were comprised of insurance brokers.35 There
was a slight decline in transaction multiples with the median price to book
multiple for insurance deals at 1.8x vs. 1.6x in 2H 2015. The largest deal
announced was worth $500 million.36
Trading multiples in the three sectors have remained relatively stable from 2H
2015 to 1H 2016. However, for life insurance companies, multiples decreased in
1H 2016.37
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Trading multiples
Property & Casualty Insurance
Price to Tangible Book
1.6x

2014

1.6x

Life Insurance
Price to Tangible Book

2015

2016

2.5x
2.0x

1.55x
1.53x

1.5x

2014

2015

1.93x

1.80x

Insurance Brokers
Enterprise Value to EBITDA

1.95x

2016

1.53x

1.49x

1.5x
1.4x
1.4x

1H 2014

2H 2014

1H 2015

2H 2015

1H 2016

0.0x

12.73x

13x
12x

12.04x

11.65x

12.12x

11.61x

10x

0.5x

1.42x

2016

11x

1.0x
1.43x

2015

14x

1.83x

1.5x

2014

15x

9x
1H 2014

2H 2014

1H 2015

2H 2015

1H 2016

8x

1H 2014

2H 2014

1H 2015

2H 2015

1H 2016

Source: Capital IQ, Inc. 1H multiples as of June 30 and 2H multiples as of December 31. Graphs illustrate the median multiples of the top constituents of each sector
(20 companies for P&C insurance, 20 companies f or life insurance and 5 companies for insurance brokers) based on market capitalization as of June 30, 2016.

Subsector highlights
The persistent low interest rate environment has weighed on life insurers’
investment portfolios. Furthermore, the unprecedented UK vote to break away
from the European Union (EU) increased the volatility of both the US dollar and
Euro value relative to the pound, and decreased the likelihood of near term rate
increases by the Fed. Last year, major deals involved the largest Chinese and
Japanese life insurers venturing out of their home markets. While Asian investors
still have an active interest in expanding, regulatory uncertainty remains for
Chinese buyers pending the resolution of the announced Fidelity & Guaranty
Life acquisition.
Momentum is expected to pick up from small to medium size companies as
they are focused on building much-needed scale and the need to comply with
enhanced regulations. Additionally, the insurance broker segment continues to
be the most active in terms of deal volume.
Sub-sector deals by volume and value
1H 2016 volume
5%

1H 2016 value
21%

8%

P&C

30%
232

87%

Life

Broker
$2.4 B

48%

Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence
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What is the biggest
change your company
has experienced over
the last five years?
What do you see as the biggest
change impacting your company in the next five years and
how are you addressing?
“Our journey during the past five
years—preparing to become
a publicly-traded company,
completing our IPO in May 2013,
and launching a new brand as
Voya Financial—has included
several transformational
changes, as we have made
substantial improvements in
our financial return measures
and returned roughly $2.8
billion in excess capital to
shareholders. In the midst of
challenging market conditions
that include historically low
interest rates and volatile
equity markets, we are focused
on proactively managing our
business—managing what we
can control—to improve our
competitiveness and outperform
our industry and our peers.”

The payer sector’s deal activity was also slower in first half of 2016 following
the record breaking year for payer deals in 2015. In 2015, deal value exceeded
$100 billion on the back of large publicly traded megadeals; this outpaced each
of the last 10 years which were individually each below $20 billion.38 Centene
Corporation completed its acquisition of Health Net, Inc. in March 2016,39 but for
most of 2016 industry attention has been focused on the potential Aetna-Humana
and Anthem-Cigna mergers as they work to demonstrate to regulators that
consolidation will benefit consumers.40

Implications
Activity is expected to intensify for the remaining part of the year as insurers are
focused on the disruption to their businesses due to technology, adapting to an
evolving regulatory landscape, and an uncertain macroeconomic environment.
• Technology – According to the 2016 PwC Global FinTech Survey, 21% of
insurance business is at risk of being lost to standalone InsurTech companies
within five years. The rise of shared mobility, “gig” economy, robotics, and
sensors are disrupting several areas of insurance. Incumbents have been
responding by direct investment in startups or forming joint ventures to stay
competitive.
• Macroeconomic environment – The global market volatility, persistent low
interest rates, and the uncertainty caused by the UK’s referendum vote to leave
the EU (Brexit) continue to constrain insurers’ revenues and profitability. Life
insurers have used both divestitures and acquisitions to manage the damaging
impacts of the low-return environment and transform their business models.
Renewed interest in diversifying asset management capabilities by way of
acquisitions.
• Regulatory environment – Increased scrutiny and uncertainty have heavily
influenced insurers’ business models and strategies, forcing many to exit
businesses. The recent DOL Fiduciary Rule continues to be an obstacle for life/
annuity insurers as it can cause insurers that use exclusive agents to evaluate
their product offerings and firm structure.
• Foreign entrants – Asian insurers, specifically Japanese insurers looking for
growth and Chinese insurers seeking diversification, have a continued interest
in US and European insurers.

Rodney O. Martin, Jr.
Chairman and
Chief Executive Officer
Voya Financial
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• Private equity/hedge funds/family offices – Nontraditional firms have
maintained strong interest in runoff long tail liabilities. They have expanded
beyond insurance brokers and the annuities business to include other sectors
within insurance, including managing general agents.
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79%

of insurance CEOs see
cyber threats as a barrier
to growth.
Source: PwC 19th Annual CEO Survey,
January 2016

The promise and pitfalls of cyber insurance
Cyber insurance is a potentially huge but still largely untapped opportunity
for insurers and reinsurers. We estimate that annual gross written premiums
will likely increase from around $2.5 billion41 to $7.5 billion by the end of the
decade.42 Accordingly, many insurers and reinsurers see this as a rare opportunity
to secure high margins in an otherwise soft market.
However, wariness of cyber risk is widespread. Many insurers don’t want to
cover it at all. Others have set limits below the levels their clients seek, and also
have imposed restrictive exclusions and conditions—such as state-of-the-art
data encryption or 100% updated security patch clauses—which are difficult for
any business to maintain. Given the high cost of coverage, the limits imposed,
the tight attaching terms and conditions, and the restrictions on claims, many
companies question if their cyber insurance policies provide real value.

The risk pricing challenge
The biggest challenge for insurers is that there is limited publicly available
data on the scale and financial impact of cyber attacks and threats are rapidly
changing. Moreover, the fact that cyber security breaches can remain undetected
for several months—even years—creates the possibility of accumulated
future losses.
While underwriters can estimate the cost of systems remediation with reasonable
certainty, there isn’t enough historical data to gauge further losses resulting
from brand impairment or compensation to customers, suppliers, and other
stakeholders. And, although the scale of potential losses is on par with natural
catastrophes, cyber incidents are much more frequent. Moreover, many insurers
face considerable cyber exposures within their technology, errors and omissions,
general liability, and other existing business lines. As a result, there are growing
concerns about both the concentrations of cyber risk and the ability of less
experienced insurers to withstand what could become a rapid sequence of highloss events.
So, how can cyber insurance be a more sustainable venture that offers real
protection for clients, while safeguarding insurers and reinsurers against
damaging losses?

Insurers are relying on tight policy terms and conditions
and conservative pricing strategies to limit their cyber
risk exposures. But how sustainable is this approach as
clients start to question the value of their policies and
concerns widen about the scale of cyber risk exposures?
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$
Even if an
insurer offers
no standalone cyber
coverage, it should gauge
the exposures that exist
within its wider property,
business interruption,
general liability and errors
and omissions coverage.

Real protection at the right price
We believe there are eight ways insurers, reinsurers and brokers could put cyber
insurance on a more sustainable footing and take advantage of the opportunities
for profitable growth.
• Clarify risk appetite – Despite the absence of robust actuarial data, it may be
possible to develop a reasonably clear picture of total maximum loss and match
it against risk appetite. Key inputs include worst case scenario analysis. For
example, if your portfolio includes several US power companies, then what losses
could result from a major attack on the US grid? What proportion of claims
would your business be liable for? What steps could you take now to mitigate
losses by working with clients to improve safeguards and crisis planning?
Asking these questions can help insurers judge which industries to focus
on, when to curtail underwriting, and where there may be room for further
coverage. Even if an insurer offers no standalone cyber coverage, it should
gauge the exposures that exist within its wider property, business interruption,
general liability and errors and omissions coverage.
• Gain broader perspectives – Bringing in people from technology companies
and intelligence agencies can lead to more effective threat and client
vulnerability assessments. The resulting risk evaluation, screening, and
pricing process could be a partnership between existing actuaries and
underwriters who focus on compensation and other third-party liabilities, and
technology experts who concentrate on data and systems. This is similar to the
partnership between CRO and CIO teams that many companies are developing
to combat cyber threats.
• Create tailored, risk-specific conditions – Many insurers currently impose
blanket terms and conditions. A more effective approach would be to make
coverage conditional on a fuller and more frequent assessment of the
policyholder’s vulnerabilities and agreement to follow advised steps. This could
include an audit of processes, responsibilities and governance within a client’s
business. It also could draw on threat assessments by government agencies and
other credible sources to facilitate evaluation of threats to particular industries
or enterprises. As a result, coverage could specify the implementation of
appropriate prevention and detection technologies and procedures.
This approach can benefit both parties. Insurers will likely have a better
understanding and control of risks, lower exposures, and more accurate
pricing. Policyholders will likely be able to secure more effective and
economical protection.
• Share data more effectively – Effective data sharing is the key to greater pricing
accuracy. For reputational reasons, many companies are wary of admitting
breaches, and insurers have been reluctant to share data due to concerns over
loss of competitive advantage. However, data breach notification legislation
in the US, which is now set to be replicated in the EU, could help increase
available data volumes. Some governments and regulators have also launched
data sharing initiatives (e.g., MAS in Singapore and the UK’s Cyber Security
Information Sharing Partnership). In addition, data pooling on operational
risk, through ORIC, provides a precedent for more industrywide sharing.
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• Develop real-time policy updates – Annual renewals and 18-month product
development cycles will need to give way to real-time analysis and rolling
policy updates. This dynamic approach could be likened to the updates on
security software or the approach taken by credit insurers to dynamically
manage limits and exposures.
• Consider hybrid risk transfer – Although the cyber reinsurance market
is relatively undeveloped, a better understanding of evolving threats and
maximum loss scenarios could encourage more reinsurers to enter the
market. Risk transfer structures likely would include traditional excess of
loss reinsurance in the lower layers, and the development of capital market
structures for peak losses. Possible options might include indemnity or
industry loss warranty structures, and/or some form of contingent capital.
Such capital market structures could prove appealing to investors looking for
diversification and yield.

Evaluating and addressing
cyber risk is an enterprisewide matter—not just one
for IT and compliance.

• Improve risk facilitation – Considering the complexity and uncertainty
surrounding cyber risk, there is a growing need for coordinated risk
management solutions that bring together a range of stakeholders, including
corporations, insurance/reinsurance companies, capital markets, and
policymakers. Some form of risk facilitator—possibly brokers—will need to
bring together all parties and lead the development of effective solutions,
including the cyber insurance standards that many governments are keen
to introduce.
• Enhance credibility with in-house safeguards – If an insurer can’t protect
itself, then why should policyholders trust it to protect them? If the sensitive
policyholder information that an insurer holds is compromised, then it likely
would lead to a loss of customer trust that would be extremely difficult to
restore. The development of effective in-house safeguards is essential in
sustaining credibility in the cyber risk market, and trust in the enterprise as
a whole.

Key questions for insurers as they assess their
own and others’ security
From the board on down, insurers need to ask:
• Who are our adversaries, what are their targets, and what would be
the impact of an attack?
• We can’t defend everything, so what are the most important assets
we need to protect?
• How effective are our processes, assignment of responsibilities, and
systems safeguards?
• Are we integrating threat intelligence and assessments into
proactive cyber defense programs?
• Are we adequately assessing vulnerabilities against the tactics and
tools perpetrators use?
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What is the biggest change your company has experienced over the last five years?
What do you see as the biggest change impacting your company in the next five years
and how are you addressing?

“During the last five years, we’ve seen the S&P 500 almost double from 1099 (Oct. 3, 2011) to 2190 in August 2016 and
the ten-year US Treasury yield fall 60% from 3.75% (Feb. 8, 2011) to 1.37% in July 2016. At the same time, we’ve seen
new regulations including ORSA, Solvency II, and Dodd-Frank materially impact our clients and the markets in which
they operate. Conning’s biggest change over that same period was to position our team to address these challenges
head-on for our clients. We expanded our asset class capabilities and global presence to address the low interest rate
environment. And we’ve done this while maintaining strong investment results. The pace of change in the industry
will likely continue, and clients will need to find new sources of returns to add to their portfolios while preparing for
the next stage of the “credit cycle.” Our biggest challenge going forward will be to continue to introduce differentiated
products and services that can make our clients financially stronger, while remaining relentlessly focused on
delivering strong investment results, customized solutions, and exceptional client service.”

Woody Bradford
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Conning

Implications
• Even if an insurer chooses not to underwrite cyber risks explicitly, exposure
may already be part of existing policies. Therefore, all insurers should identify
the specific triggers for claims, and the level of potential exposure in policies
that they may not have written with cyber threats in mind.
• To make cyber coverage that is viable for both insurers and insureds,
insurers should do a rigorous risk evaluation informed by reliable data and
more effective scenario analysis. Partnerships with technology companies,
cyber specialist firms, and government are potential ways to augment this
evaluation.
• Besides relying on blanket policy restrictions to control exposures, insurers
should consider making coverage conditional on regular risk assessments
of the client’s operations and the actions they take in response to the issues
identified in these regular reviews. Such an informed approach will enable
insurers to reduce uncertain exposures and facilitate more efficient use of
capital while offering transparent and economical coverage.
• Risk transfer built around a hybrid of traditional reinsurance and capital
market structures offer promise to insurers looking to protect balance sheets.
• To enhance their own credibility in the cyber insurance market, insurers need
to ensure the effectiveness of their own cyber security.
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The commercial insurance
market has had generally
strong underwriting
results in recent years, but
this is likely to change—
potentially very soon.

Commercial insurance: Cyclicality and opportunity
on the road to 2020
Commercial P&C (re)insurers face tough times with underwriting margins that
are being pressured by softening prices and a potentially volatile interest rate
environment. In recent years, reserve releases, generally declining frequency
and severity trends and lower than average catastrophe losses have allowed
commercial insurers to report generally strong underwriting results. However,
excess reserves are being/have been depleted, and the odds of a continued
benign catastrophe environment are low.
Therefore, commercial (re)insurers have been mitigating the risk environment
by taking a variety of strategic actions. Specifically, it is important that they
accelerate their strategic efforts in four key areas: core systems and data
quality, new products, pricing discipline and terms and conditions, corporate
development, and talent management, which are discussed in detail below.

Core systems and data quality
Many commercial insurers operate with networks of legacy systems that
complicate the timely extraction and analysis of data. This is no longer acceptable
and leading insurers are transforming their system environments as a result.

If all functional and
systemic codes are
not rationalized on an
enterprise-wide basis,
then it is very difficult to
efficiently accumulate and
analyze data.

To ensure timely, quality data across the entire commercial P&C value chain,
they also focus on how the various systems integrate with each another. Consider
that when a dollar of premium is collected, it not only “floats” across time until
it is paid out in claims, but it also “floats” across a variety of functions and their
related systems: billing systems process premium dollars; ceded reinsurance
systems process treaty and facultative transactions; policy administration
systems (PAS) process endorsement changes; claims systems process indemnity
and expense payments; actuarial systems process pricing and reserving analyses;
and financial systems process GAAP, statutory and management reporting. Code
structures underlie each of these systems. If all of the codes are not rationalized
on an enterprise-wide basis, then (re)insurers will not be able to efficiently
analyze data, which will put them at a competitive disadvantage relative to more
efficient insurers.43
Disconnected data environments also complicate the focused and efficient use
of external data, especially unstructured data. Such “big data” is becoming
increasingly popular considering the insights insurers can derive from it.44

New products, pricing discipline and terms and
conditions
Global supply chains increase the need for worldwide insurance coverage
and complicate the analysis of business interruption as more stakeholders are
involved across disparate locations and regulatory environments.
Technological advancements, such as drones and driverless cars, present new
sources of opportunity and liability that need to be considered relative to existing
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In addition to lower rates,
the “soft” parts of the
underwriting cycle tend
to be characterized by the
loosening of policy terms
and conditions, which can
erode profitability just
as quickly as inadequate
prices can.

general liability and auto offerings. The increased use of independent contractors
to fulfill on-demand distribution models poses questions about who is liable
for their actions and if the company needs to provide workers’ compensation
coverage. As the profile of cyber-related risks increases, the need for cyberrelated commercial insurance grows, thereby offering numerous opportunities
for product innovation.45
Cyber risk, as is the case with other new insurable exposures, can be difficult
to underwrite as frequency and severity data are emerging and therefore
pricing and risk accumulation models are in various stages of development.
Furthermore, legal precedents have not been established about who is liable and
for how much in the event of a claim. Therefore, prescient carriers are carefully
tracking and comparing their cyber pricing practices and coverage grants with
those of key competitors. To be effective, such practices should be consistent with
existing price, terms and conditions, and monitoring processes.
Insights from this kind of analyses apply to both new and existing products. To
explain, in addition to lower rates, the “soft” parts of the underwriting cycle tend
to be characterized by the loosening of policy terms and conditions, which can
erode profitability just as quickly as inadequate prices can.
Therefore, the most competitive insurers carefully and continuously track the
adequacy of policy terms and conditions. While recurring actuarial analyses
and standardized reporting can monitor pricing, identifying new or evolving
risks and monitoring the use of modified terms and conditions is inherently
qualitative. This analysis can be time consuming, especially for insurers with
suboptimal PAS environments.46 However, most companies find it well worth
the effort.47

Corporate development

Using surplus for
corporate development
is much more effective if
traditional due diligence
processes are augmented
with underwriting specific
diligence that helps
promote value realization
over time.

The combination of historically low interest rates, favorable frequency and
severity trends, and the relative lack of severe catastrophes has resulted in record
policyholder surplus in P&C commercial insurance. Executives have a number of
options on how to deploy surplus, one of which is corporate development.
“Corporate development” commonly means mergers and acquisitions, but it
can encompass book purchases/rolls, renewal rights and runoff purchases, etc.
Determining the best option depends on many factors, including but not limited
to purchase price, competitive implications, and an assessment of how the
acquired assets and any related capabilities can complement/enhance existing
underwriting capabilities.
Accordingly, some insurers are beginning to augment traditional due diligence
processes with underwriting-specific diligence to help ensure value realization
over time.48
If a corporate development opportunity offers underwriting capabilities that
at least align to and preferably enhance existing capabilities, then it can help
facilitate a smooth integration, thereby mitigating underwriting risk (a key cycle
management consideration).
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Commercial insurers face
a looming talent crunch
and have to find ways to
present themselves as—
and actually be—places
where young people can
have rewarding careers.

Talent management
For the most part, commercial underwriting decisions cannot be fully automated
because they require qualitative judgement. Therefore, it is natural for
underwriting talent to be a top priority. However, it is a major challenge for the
industry to attract and retain knowledgeable personnel.
Two trends make commercial insurance talent management particularly
challenging: First, experienced underwriters are leaving the industry. According
to one study, “The number of employees aged 55 and over is 30% higher than any
other industry – and that, coupled with retirements, means the industry needs
to fill 400,000 positions by 2020.”49 Second, underwriting talent is relatively
difficult to attract. Therefore, developing a performance-driven culture that
enables the recruitment, development, and retention of underwriting talent is
more crucial than ever.50
To help accomplish this, insurers should deploy tools and resources that
both educate and empower underwriters and articulate career development
opportunities, performance expectations and career paths throughout their
careers. This is important because the expectations in commercial underwriting
are high and the nature of the job requires a diverse range of skills.

Implications
• The relatively strong underwriting results of recent years are likely to soften.
Accordingly, commercial insurers will need to accelerate their strategic efforts
in core systems and data quality, new products, pricing discipline, and terms
and conditions, corporate development, and talent management.
• Core systems transformations go beyond individual competencies. To ensure
timely, quality data across the entire commercial P&C value chain, insurers
should focus on how the various systems integrate with one another to enjoy
timely and efficient extraction and analysis of internal data, and focused and
efficient use of external data.
• There are real opportunities to create new products, but to maintain
profitability, insurers must exercise pricing discipline and carefully and
continuously track the adequacy of policy terms and conditions.
• Current surpluses have enabled insurers to invest in corporate development
and some of them have been prescient enough to augment traditional due
diligence processes with underwriting-specific diligence to help promote value
realization over time.
• Commercial insurers have an aging workforce and are facing an impending
talent crunch. Automation cannot replace the qualitative judgment that
is necessary for effective underwriting. Therefore, it is vital for insurers
to develop a performance-driven culture that enables the recruitment,
development, and retention of younger underwriting talent.
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At the intersection of change

Christopher J. Swift
Chairman of the Board of Directors
and Chief Executive Officer
The Hartford Financial
Services Group, Inc.

The game is clearly changing
and that’s what makes our
industry so exciting.

We are competing in an environment of
unprecedented change, both at the macro
and the industry level. Many emerging
trends are impacting the insurance industry,
including things like autonomous cars,
drones, peer-to-peer and pay-as-you-go
business models, to name just a few. In an
increasingly competitive and disruptive
world, it is crucial that we not only recognize
and respond to emerging risks and
opportunities but embrace the opportunity
so we remain relevant to customers.
Consider autonomous vehicles. The notion
of a self-driving car captures headlines and
public imagination, but what we’re focused
on is what happens along the path to that
fully autonomous vehicle. More autonomous
features are being added over time.
Front crash prevention systems are
expected to be standard on virtually all car
models by September 2022.51 Data from
the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety
shows that vehicles already equipped with
forward collision warning and automatic
braking cut rear-end crashes in half, while
forward collision warning alone reduces
them by 27%. The auto-brake systems also
greatly reduce the number of rear-end
crashes involving injury.52 While these
features may make a vehicle safer, we are
seeing that the technology is more complex
and costly to repair.
Drivers recognize the benefits of these
automated features and plan to actively
seek out high-tech safety features.53 A
majority of older drivers think having
vehicle safety technologies will help extend
their safe driving years,54 evidence of a
change in consumers’ relationships to
their cars.
The development and adoption of these
new vehicle technologies is part of the
journey to the fully autonomous vehicle. As
the technology develops, the liability will
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A close partnership between
insurers, policymakers,
manufacturers, and consumers
will be key to developing a
sustainable framework to
guide the path forward.
shift from the driver to the designer of the
self-driving system or manufacturer of the
vehicle, changing the relationship between
drivers, auto manufacturers and insurance
carriers. Insurance companies must
position themselves to adapt, innovate,
and lead this paradigm shift to ensure
that driver, passenger and pedestrian
safety remain paramount and that liability
for errors and accidents that do occur is
handled in a fair and efficient fashion.
A close partnership between insurers,
policymakers, manufacturers, and
consumers will be key to developing
a sustainable framework to guide the
path forward, recognizing that we
have a lot more to learn and discover
regarding the capabilities of these
developing technologies.
The game is clearly changing and that’s
what makes our industry so exciting.
At The Hartford, we’re leaning into the
business implications of changing customer
demographics, needs, preferences
and expectations.
We’re at the intersection of economic
and technology change and have a real
opportunity to help drive growth for our
industry through innovation and bring
even more value to those we serve. We are
a company that has adapted and redefined
itself for 206 years and we are excited
about the possibilities ahead for all of us in
the insurance industry.

Group insurance is no
longer a quiet sector
of the industry but
instead is in the front
lines of developments in
customer centricity and
technological innovation.

Group insurance in flux
The group insurance market shows real promise but, most carriers are still trying
to determine the best path forward. Moving from being in a quiet sector to the
front lines of new ways of doing business has shaken the industry and confronted
it with challenges—and opportunities—many could not have foreseen even a
decade ago.
Three recent trends are having a profound impact on the group insurance market:
• The Affordable Care Act has led health carriers to increase their focus on
nonmajor medical aspects of the parts of their business that the legislation has
not affected which has led to intensifying competition.
• Consumerism has resulted largely from workers’ increasing responsibility
for choosing their own benefits. This has created disruption as employees/
consumers have become increasingly dissatisfied with the gap between group
insurance service, information, and advice and what they have come to expect
from other industries.
• The aging distribution force, which means that experienced brokers/agents
are leaving the work force and are being replaced by inexperienced producers
at decreasing rates or not being replaced at all.
The impact of the above has led group players—which historically have been
conservative in their market strategies—to focus on aggressively driving
profitable growth. To do this, they are concentrating on four key areas:
• Growing the voluntary business – The voluntary market has been of interest
to traditional group insurance carriers for more than two decades, but the
success of its core employer paid group insurance business has resulted in a
lack of robust voluntary capabilities. However, with employers shifting more
costs to employees, voluntary products have become a key way to manage
group benefit costs while expanding the portfolio of employee products.
Some carriers are expanding their voluntary businesses by offering a modified
employer paid group product in which the employee “checks the box” to pay
an incremental premium and receive additional group coverage (e.g., longterm disability (LTD), life, and dental). Other carriers are exploring models
where employees can sign up for an individual policy at a special premium
rate. The former example is a traditional voluntary product, while the latter
example is a traditional worksite product. For most carriers, adding the
traditional voluntary product is fairly straightforward because it is still a
product that the group underwrites. However, more carriers are looking into
the worksite product because, with the passage of the Affordable Care Act,
some see a potential opportunity to reach small businesses that previously may
not have been interested in group benefits.
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• Streamlining operating models – Group carriers also are trying to develop
streamlined, cost-effective, customer-centric operating models. The traditional
group insurance operating model has been built around product groups such
as group LTD, short-term LTD, dental, etc. However, the product-based model
is inefficient because it increases service costs, slows speed-to-market, and
fails to support the holistic views of the customer that enables carriers to serve
customers in the ways they prefer.
Group insurers are now investing time and capital to understand how to
remove inefficient product-focused layers of their operations and streamline
their processes to profitably grow. Many have focused on enrollment, which
cuts across products and is a frequent source of frustration for everyone.
Carriers are frustrated because they can spend days and weeks trying to
ensure that everyone is properly enrolled in the right plan. Moreover, what
should be a fairly straightforward, automated process often can require
considerable manual intervention to ensure that employees are properly
enrolled. In the meantime, employees are frustrated with recurring requests
for information and the slowness of the enrollment process. Employers are
frustrated by the additional time and effort that they have to expend and the
poor enrollee experience. Producers become frustrated because the employer
often holds them accountable for the recommended carriers’ performance.
• Reshaping distribution strategies – In terms of distribution, private
exchanges initially promised to connect group carriers with the right
customers using extremely efficient technology platforms. As a result, many
group carriers joined multiple exchanges expecting that this model would put
them on the cusp of the next wave of growth. However, success has proven
more elusive than they expected, largely because they’ve spread themselves
too thin across too many, often unproven exchanges. And, while private
exchanges still offer great potential, many carriers have now begun to rethink
their private exchange strategies with the realization that the channel is not
yet a fully mature group insurance platform.

Whatever their
primary focus—
growth, operations,
or distribution—a
necessary element for
success is up-to-date and
effective technology.
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• Investing in technology – Whether group carriers are focusing most on
entering the voluntary market, streamlining operations or refining their
private exchange strategies, success in all these areas depends on technology.
Group technology investments have lagged behind the rest of the industry. The
reasons for this range from a lack of proven technology solutions that truly
focus on the group market to deliberate underinvestment and the resulting
reliance on “heroic acts” and dedication of committed employees to drive
growth, profits, and customer satisfaction.
However, viable technological solutions now exist – and they are probably
the most critical element in the march toward effective data integration,
efficient customer service, and ultimately profitable growth. Every facet of
the business—underwriting, marketing, claims, billing, policy administration,
enrollment, renewal, and more—is critically dependent upon technological
solutions that have been designed to meet the unique needs of the group
business and its customers. Prescient group carriers understand this and have
been investing in developing their own solutions and partnering with on-shore
and offshore solutions providers to fill gaps in noncore areas.
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A market in flux
In conclusion, group insurance is in transition. Major mergers and acquisitions
have already started to reshape the market landscape, and existing players are
likely to use acquisitions and divestitures as a way to refine their market focus.
Moreover, new entrants are looking to exploit openings in the group space
by providing the kind of focus, cutting-edge product offerings, and service
capabilities that many incumbents have not. These developments show group’s
promise. The winners will be the companies that wisely refine their business
models and effectively employ technology to meet the unique needs of new,
consumer driven markets.

Implications
• We will likely continue to see group carriers focus on the voluntary market,
especially traditional group underwritten products. They will look to not only
round out their product bundle by providing solutions that meet consumer
needs, but also integrate their offerings with other employee solutions like
wealth and retirement products.
• Group insurers will likely continue to aggressively streamline processes to
promote productive and profitable customer interactions.
• Private exchange participation strategy needs to align with target markets
goals, including matching products with appropriate exchanges. Focusing
on participation means that group carriers avoid spreading themselves
too thin trying to support the various exchanges (often with manual
backend processes).
• Group carriers can no longer compete with antiquated and inadequate
technology. Fortunately, there are now group-specific solutions that can make
modernization a reality, not just an aspiration.

The aging workforce
There are many similarities between the insurance industry and baseball
“America’s Pastime,” not the least of which is how to manage and solve the
challenges of maintaining a pipeline of young talent. The insurance industry can
learn a great deal from baseball’s tried and true strategy of developing talent
organically through the minor leagues.
Moreover, professional baseball teams—which, like insurers, are in a datadriven business—have invested significantly in data analytics to operate more
economically and efficiently with the resources they already have. Utilizing
similar strategies, the insurance industry can build an effective strategy for
recruitment, training, and development, as well as for sustainable operations,
thereby establishing a platform for long-term success.
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Too many aging employees and not enough young staff
The insurance industry is facing a looming crisis—a rapidly aging workforce.
According to the US Bureau of Labor Statistics, the number of insurance professionals
aged 55 years and older has increased 74% in the last ten years; by 2018, a quarter
of insurance industry employees will likely be within five to ten years of retirement.
Moreover, by 2017, one in every three US employees will likely be a millennial, and
millennials will likely comprise 75% of the global workforce by 2025.55
These workforce changes mirror the demographic shifts in the US population.
The US Census Bureau estimates that, in the US alone, 10,000 baby boomers
(those born between 1946 and 1964) will likely turn age 65 each and every day
until 2030. While the expected number of Americans age 65 and older who leave
the workforce will likely grow 75% by 2050, the expected number of American
workers age 25 to 54 will likely grow by only 2%.56
Most US employers are woefully unprepared for the business realities of an aging
workforce and face a potentially massive loss of skilled, knowledgeable workers.
Companies that effectively recruit, train and develop dedicated future staff and
leaders will differentiate themselves and set themselves up for success into the
future. Like professional baseball teams, they are trying to find ways to maximize
existing talent and replenish it. Also like baseball teams, they are attempting to
more effectively utilize analytics to improve functional efficiencies (e.g., scouting
in baseball and claims/underwriting in insurance), as well as continue to
automate routine/recurring processes (e.g., data collection in both industries).

Recruit
Traditionally, baseball teams have employed scouts who are responsible for
finding and evaluating amateur baseball talent. Human resources recruiters
are the scouting departments of the insurance industry. Similar to baseball,
where major league teams can either hire qualified free agents or grow talent
organically through the minor league system, insurance recruiters have two
options—to hire experienced candidates or recruit and develop raw talent
through effective training programs. (For the purposes of this report, we focus
below on acquiring and retaining young talent.)
Effective college campus and entry-level hiring programs are just the first step in
growing talent organically. Organic growth can only occur with the development
of robust recruiting programs that focus on two key things:
• Improving the insurance industry brand. Show millennials that insurance isn’t
boring. Insurance isn’t just about adjusting claims or underwriting risks and
it’s not necessarily an office-bound industry. It offers technical, sales, account
management, data analytics, and new product development jobs similar to
those in other industries that have a more ”hip” image.
• Educating talent about the variety of roles available in the industry. Letting
young people know there are rewarding career paths available in insurance
(and working with them to make the promise a reality) is more likely to result
in long-term employment.
To recruit millennials, companies must adapt their recruiting strategies. Companies
must think like this generation, supplementing recruiting on college campuses
and at career fairs with outreach via social media and online talent communities.
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Train
Training new employees, much like training baseball rookies, is critical to
retaining talent. Companies that find ways to deliver cost-effective, interesting,
and meaningful training in fundamentals, coupled with mentorship programs
that pair young employees with experienced ones, will likely create sustainable
leadership pipelines. Of note, companies that utilize eLearning, which appeals to
millennials much more than conference room meetings and presentations, will
likely benefit as follows:
• Company perceived as cutting-edge – A newly-hired millennial trained via
an easy-to-follow eLearning system that is technologically up-to-date, with
quality graphics and sound, will likely perceive that the company is on the
cutting edge of technology.
• Millennials feel respected – Companies that develop a high-quality,
customized eLearning program, catered to the way millennials learn, will
demonstrate value and respect for the time and talents of their employees and
build loyal, hard-working and fulfilled employees.
• Cost-effective and agile – eLearning is well-suited to today’s work
environment, which is fast-paced and characterized by constant change. Easily
customizable and cost-effective, eLearning easily keeps pace with the rate at
which technology, work procedures, and workers develop.

Develop
A succession management plan that prioritizes leadership development not
only improves retention, building a solid pipeline of talent for years to come,
but also reduces recruiting costs. Over the last 15 years, many baseball owners
have realized that a high payroll does not necessarily result in on-field success.
Because top talent clearly is a competitive differentiator, companies will define
future success by developing deep and enduring bench strength—a pipeline of
players with the leadership skills to be successful in the “big leagues.”

Remaining competitive even after the aging
workforce leaves

71%

of insurance CEOs see the
limited availability of key
skills as a threat to growth.
Source: PwC’s 19th Annual CEO Survey,
January 2016

Attracting and hiring millennials is only one way to address the challenge
of an aging workforce, and building a developmental system is not the only
way companies can promote the transfer of knowledge from one generation
to the next. Many organizations are now seeking operational efficiencies via
outsourcing, predictive analytics, and automation to help address the challenges
of an aging workforce.
Shifting back office operations (e.g., claims processing, call centers, and
mailrooms) to an outsourcing provider can help obviate the need to replace
retiring workers. While companies historically have considered outsourcing
from a cost and labor arbitrage perspective, they are now making it part of their
overall growth strategy because the right outsourcing partners can help them
create efficiencies, lower costs, and enjoy bottom line savings.
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Moreover, by consolidating existing and incoming information into standardized
management systems and utilizing advanced analytics to interpret this data,
companies can position themselves to make better business decisions. Some
companies have gone so far as to globally standardize key processes by using
business process management or workflow software that promotes procedural
consistency throughout the enterprise.
These types of investments have enabled leading carriers to more effectively
manage and utilize the vast amounts of structured and unstructured data they
possess. Perhaps as importantly, these companies also have increased worker
productivity because their employees are now able to focus much more of their
time on value-added activities instead of routine, low to no value administrative
and clerical tasks.

Insurers need to
standardize information
management and utilize
advanced analytics
to enhance their
decision making.

Last but not least, the carriers that have made meaningful investments in
outsourcing, business process improvement, and advanced analytics have created
a virtuous cycle in terms of recruiting. Companies that are on the cutting edge
of business technology are also more attractive to millennials. As a result, these
employers not only need fewer employees, they attract higher caliber newcomers.
To meet the challenges of an aging workforce, prescient carriers, agencies, and
brokers are already changing how they recruit and assess their workplace. They
are modifying policies to appeal to millennials, making physical changes to
create a more inviting workplace, and facilitating knowledge transfer to improve
the long-term viability of their organizations. With the impending profound
demographic changes, the need to build a pipeline of new talent is mission
critical. In addition, to further minimize the effects a shortage of workers may
have, many companies have recognized the need to modernize processes and
systems to more effectively manage the business even with a smaller workforce.

Implications
• The insurance industry is facing an impending talent crunch. If it does not take
steps to attract young employees, the crunch will likely become a crisis.
• Millennials will soon predominate in the workforce, and insurers need to
differentiate themselves from companies in other industries as being attractive
places for millennials to work. They can do this by:
–– Effective recruiting that demonstrates rewarding career paths exist in the
industry.
–– Training that pairs new hires with experienced employees and helps build
mentoring relationships; eLearning is a cost-effective way to do this and one
that millennials like.
–– Developing leaders internally which both encourages retention among
younger employees and also eases internal succession planning because it
ensures there is a healthy talent pipeline.
–– To survive and even thrive despite a shrinking pool of experienced
employees, strategic outsourcing that focuses on complementary capabilities
and not just cost reduction, modernizing business processes, and effectively
employing advanced analytics can significantly improve efficiencies, reduce
costs, foster a focus on the things that really add value to the business, and
attract the best and the brightest newcomers to the industry workforce.
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BPO for the life and annuity market
Life and annuity insurers are focusing on three areas to drive growth:
distribution, product and brand. Growth is hard enough in today’s market, but
it’s even harder when your back-office holds you back, both in terms of fixed costs
and limited capabilities. Accordingly, achieving operational efficiency is table
stakes for life and annuity insurers competing in an extended soft market.
Fortunately, business process outsourcing (BPO) has become a feasible way
to reduce costs and increase efficiencies. We think BPO providers are ready
to move from their traditional role as vendors to true business partner. With
scale, advanced technology, and money to invest, the best of them offer
great opportunity for insurers to significantly lower costs and benefit from
complementary services over the long term.

Why BPO and why now?
For years, insurers have tried numerous methods to achieve greater operational
efficiency, including process reengineering, Six Sigma, and LEAN. Many
companies also have pursued sourcing (primarily in IT) to stem the tide of rising
fixed costs. While these initiatives have reduced costs and complexity to a certain
extent, they have not lowered costs and operational complexity enough to enable
the business to focus first and foremost on growth.57
Fortunately, times have changed. Some BPO providers have recently offered
savings on a per policy basis (inclusive of both operational and IT costs) of
anywhere from 20% to 40%. (Benefits depend on how much savings a company
has already realized and how much additional opportunity for savings remains.)
Opportunities for gaining cost efficiences

Shifts in the operating model may
provide additional opportunities for cost
reduction (e.g., corporate overhead)

$100

Initial cost per policy

Cost

BPO now offers the
potential for greater
long-term cost reductions
and efficiencies than the
methods insurers have
used in the past.

An enhanced management
approach promises more
cost savings upfront, but
a technology innovation
approach promotes greater
benefits in the long run.

Illustrative

Time
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$X

Lean

$Y

Lift and shift

$Z

Technology
innovation

These
approaches
use existing or
barely improved
technology.

For a carrier to jump to a significantly
different cost curve, it needs to select
vendors that provide advanced
technology and have the scale to invest
in continuous improvement.
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In Europe, BPO/ITO has already played a major role in closed block businesses.
Life, annuity and pensions BPO has a global market of over $2.6B, nearly half
of it in the UK.58 In this case, the main point of BPO has been legacy policy cost
reduction, but it also offers carriers an alternative operational platform for
achieving faster speed-to-market for new products and for tapping into advanced
customer service capabilities.
Legacy modernization is another important reason for considering BPO. As key
staff retire, there is a real threat of knowledge loss, not least because legacy
systems are concurrently moving toward the end of their effective working lives.
Many BPO providers feature up-to-date and evolving technology platforms that
are an attractive alternative to incurring ongoing fixed costs in-house.

BPO is not one-size-fits-all. There are different
varieties that insurers can match to their individual
goals and circumstances.
What is large-scale BPO?
To understand what BPO entails, it is helpful to compare the different kinds of
shared services that are available.
• Captive shared services are when a carrier creates a wholly-owned subsidiary
to deliver services at a reduced cost. They can be established domestically,
near-shore, or off-shore.
• Out-tasked shared services occur when a carrier hands over administration
of its systems to a third party that offers wage arbitrage, but the carrier still
maintains ownership of the process and underlying systems.
• In contrast, in a BPO transaction, the insurer hands over administration to
a partner who runs the former’s technology platform. In other words, the
partner owns the process. Implementation may occur through a lift and shift
approach (i.e., the partner takes over the carrier’s legacy platforms), through
conversion (data is converted from the carrier’s legacy to the partner’s modern
platform), or a phased combination of both. There is typically a significant
amount of rebadging of employees from the carrier to the BPO partner.
Ideally, after BPO, the insurer is a service level agreement (SLA) manager and
the BPO partner controls the process.
• In brokered BPO, the insurer contracts with a third party that isn’t itself
offering BPO services but instead manages the transition to and the SLA
with a BPO provider. Ideally, the third party manager will have successful
past experience with the BPO provider and managing the complex details of
conversion from legacy platforms to new ones.
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Managing retained alongside sourced business
While transitioning the entirety of operations and IT to a BPO provider may seem
appealing, insurers often will retain key components of their operations and
IT that they deem to be market differentiators. These most often relate to the
customer experience (both with the agent and insured) and include call centers,
portals, and analytics. Extensive up-front effort will be necessary to promote
seamless integration of retained and outsourced components.
In addition, despite inclusion of a broad scope of operations and IT components,
certain operational functions will likely remain with the insurer, namely HR,
legal, and compliance. Given significant sourcing, the question is if the insurer’s
reliance on these functions will decrease and, if so, how to shrink them without
increasing operational risks like:
• Interruption of customer channels and operations – Businesses have been
caught by surprise when service grinds to a halt at a provider.
• Brand-damaging criticism – Businesses that fail to meet customer
expectations—even if the cause is outside their walls—may see an increase in
complaints, some going viral on social media.
• Regulatory violation – A data error or breach at your service provider can put
you in violation of regulations and jeopardize your customers’ trust.
• System vulnerabilities – In a complex infrastructure that has dependencies
you don’t even realize, a service interruption might trigger a series of problems
that can affect your business.

Because different
blocks of business often
require different service
capabilities, a single
BPO partner may not
be the best option for
many companies.

• Inaccurate reporting – Service provider processing errors can cause
a misstatement of compliance, performance, operational, or financial
information.
• Risk management lapse – Not knowing the controls around service contract
terms can lead to unreported breakdowns in areas hitherto considered secure.
A good way to reduce the chance of BPO-related risks is to insist on a provider
that comports with advanced Service Organization Control (SOC) reporting.
Most service providers currently issue SOC 1 reports at least annually covering
their relevant internal controls over financial reporting. Additionally, SOC 2 and
SOC 3 reports can provide companies with an option to obtain the assurance they
need over compliance and operational controls for functions they outsource to
third parties.

Embarking on BPO: An end-to-end approach
Given the significant potential for disruption to distribution partners, policy/
annuity holders, employees, and the community at large, BPO requires a more
iterative approach to execution than many other forms of operating model
transformation. We suggest a five-stage process (see below) to fully transition
into BPO.
When evaluating BPO partners that best match criteria for in-scope functions and
blocks of business, some carriers find that a single BPO partner may not meet
all needs.
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BPO: An end-to-end approach

Initial scoping
• Ensure inclusion
of as many
non-value add
ops functions
and supporting
IT as possible.
• Perform IT
costing analysis
to accurately
attribute IT costs
are not left
stranded after
after carve out.

Strategy
• Survey solutions
in the market
and create a
tailored RFI.
• Determine
criteria used to
evaluate
potential
partners and
create the target
operating model,
architecture and
customer
experience.
• Outline the
roadmap
required.

Mobilization
• Perform due
diligence on RFI
respondents.
• Execute RFP
and select
optimal BPO
partner for each
block of
business in
scope.
• In combination
with selected
BPO partner,
carry out
strategic
planning for
execution.

Execution
• Negotiate and
perform
contracting with
selected BPO
partner(s).
• Carry out
change
management
activities
identified in
strategic
planning and
transition
functions and
technology to
BPO partner(s).

Run and
optimize
• Manage SLAs
with BPO
partner(s).
• Encourage
culture
employees
where distinction
between BPO
partner(s) and
more core
employees in
blurred.
• Work with BPO
partners(s) to
innovate
solutions not
possible in
original
environmemt.

Implications: Insights from BPO initiatives
• Plan big. Scope thoroughly enough to actually simplify management instead of
just adding another layer of complexity to what you already have.
• Choose a partner, not a vendor. Approach the BPO as a relationship that will
grow over time. Vet your prospective partner’s record of investment in other
relationships and appropriately incent each other with thoughtful contracts
that promote accountability.
• When vetting BPO providers, consider the amount of investment they’ll make
to upgrade their platforms over time to continue delivering effective service.
• Identify all necessary business rules and ensure that key individuals and
cryptic systems are aware of and understand them. You do not want any
service interruptions.
• Map all dependencies on the policy administration platforms you’re seeking to
move, inclusive of all ancillary applications.
• Realize that each part of the operating model you retain will likely add
another layer of integration complexity to BPO.
• The prevalence of shared services and the opacity of many service-based
cost-pools mean that many companies struggle to understand their IT spend.
Develop an agreed upon allocation method that won’t leave behind significant
stranded IT costs post-BPO.
• Considering there will likely be more lines of accountability for running the
business during and after the BPO, unless you use a brokered approach, you’ll
have to create or augment an existing service provider management team.
• Forge multiple BPO partnerships, if required. For example, the BPO partner
that best meets your life book needs may not be the best choice to meet your
annuity book needs.
• Ensure contracts account for all reasonable contingencies (e.g., growth, M&A,
divestitures, and spin-offs).
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Accessibility, experience key to
removing barriers

Since the beginning of our industry some
200 years ago, our basic role has been to
provide financial security. Today that role
has never been more important, as people
need our help now more than ever.

Roger Crandall
Chairman, President and
Chief Executive Officer
Massachusetts Mutual Life
Insurance Company

We are living perilously close to a
financial planning crisis. Thirty percent
of households in the US have no life
insurance, a 50-year low.59 Nearly half of
all Americans can’t come up with $400
in an emergency without borrowing it or
selling something.60 The median amount
in a 401(k) plan is just $18,000, which
for most people won’t cover a single year
of retirement.61
We know an enormous number of people
need the solutions we provide, yet they
don’t work with us. As an industry, we need
to do a better job of helping as many people
as we can. How can we do this? By focusing
our efforts on two areas: accessibility
and experience.
Accessibility means removing the obstacles
that prevent us from helping more people.
We can start by finding greater efficiencies
in business so we can offer more affordable
products and effectively connect more
people to our solutions.

As an industry, we need to do
a better job of helping as many
people as we can. How can we
do this? By focusing our efforts
on two areas: accessibility and
experience.
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At MassMutual, we do this in a number of
ways—starting with providing multiple
options for people from all walks of life to
work with us. This summer, we invested in
one of our core strengths by acquiring the
MetLife Premier Client Group, expanding
our agency force to 9,000 strong—our
largest ever. For those who prefer to work
with us directly, we are piloting an online
channel, ValoraLife, for the Latino middle
market, as well as offering final expense
insurance that’s sold online and over the
phone, filling a critical need for many
middle class families.
At the same time, as virtually everything
is accessible with the swipe of a finger, we
must deliver an experience that is simple,
quick and personalized. At MassMutual, we
are addressing this with the two D’s: data
and digital.
Our data science operation is enabling
us to do everything from developing
algorithmic underwriting to get our
customers coverage faster to minimizing
lapse rates. Our suite of digital tools brings
clarity to our customers at the worksite,
such as MapMyBenefits, which provides a
roadmap and guidance for benefit options,
and Beneclick!, our online exchange that
combines retirement, healthcare and
protection for life’s unforeseen events.
Looking at our world today, it’s clear that
much is at stake. If we focus on providing
greater accessibility to our solutions and
enhancing the experience we provide,
we will ensure our future success as an
industry, and most importantly, help
people enjoy the comfort of friends, family
and community.
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The regulatory environment

94%

of insurance CEOs see
over-regulation as a threat
to growth, more than any
other sector.
Source: PwC 19th Annual CEO Survey,
January 2016

Like the rest of the financial services industry, insurers are subject to increasingly
complex and prescriptive regulations and standards. So far in 2016, insurers
have been focused on the new US Department of Labor fiduciary standard, which
has a significant effect on how insurance products are sold. Moreover, global
developments, especially those related to the developing International Capital
Standard, will require insurers to closely monitor—and ideally contribute to—
official discussions about how globally active insurers should manage capital.

DOL Fiduciary Standard
In April 2016, the DOL issued a final regulation on the way investment advisors
and brokers are compensated.62 Under the regulation, recommendations to an
employee retirement benefit plan or an individual retirement account (IRA)
investor will be considered “fiduciary” investment advice, thus requiring
the advice to be in the “best interest” of the client rather than being merely
“suitable.” As a result, insurance brokers and agents who provide investment
advice will likely face limits on receiving commission-based (as opposed to flat
fee) compensation.
The compensation limitation does not apply to general investment education.
Furthermore, the proposal’s amended Prohibited Transaction Exemption 8424 (PTE 84-24) allows commission-based compensation for the sale of certain
insurance products. However, to continue receiving commissions for certain
products (e.g., variable annuity (VA) sales to IRAs), insurance brokers would
need to utilize a separate Best Interest Contract (BIC) exemption.
In addition to compensation structure, the new fiduciary standard will likely
have significant operational and strategic impacts, especially in the areas of
technology, compliance, product pricing and development.
There are four main considerations for insurance company and broker-dealer
(BD) compliance with the new fiduciary standard:
• The BIC allows certain forms of commission-based compensation, but there
are enhanced disclosure and contract requirements.
• Insurance companies have the option of moving to an “advisory” model with a
flat fee for those advisory services.
• Insurance companies could also move to a self-directed/order taker model to
maintain current fee structure, but rely on customers’ direct orders.
• The PTE 84-24 exemption will allow insurers to sell certain products to fund
retirement plans and IRAs, but it will likely be of limited use for much of
the industry.
All of the above will likely have a significant impact on insurance company
profitability and the competitive landscape. Insurers will likely have to make
investments in employee training and technological enhancements. If companies
leverage the BIC exemption, they will likely need to enhance their systems
to detect and block disallowed products. Consideration must also be given to
establishing or enhancing compliance program methodologies and infrastructure
for ongoing monitoring and oversight of these requirements.
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Insurers will
have to make
investments in employee
training and technological
enhancements.

The new fiduciary
standard goes into effect
in April of 2017 and full
compliance is expected by
January 1, 2018; however,
many insurers expect to be
ready by end of 2016 due
to annual policy renewal
cycles and disclosure
requirements.

If the final ICS calculation
is different from current
practices, then all
functional areas could
be affected because of a
knock-on effect on product
portfolio, pricing and
investment strategy.

Because insurers often do not have a central repository of relevant fee and cost
data, new user interface tools may be necessary to produce timely pre- and
post-sale customer disclosures. This increased disclosure and communication
challenge means companies are considering the appropriateness of maintaining
smaller client accounts. In addition, new market entrants, such as low cost
(often automated), fee-based service providers, could disrupt future business.
Accordingly, for insurance companies to remain competitive in the middle
market, they may need to develop a new class of simple, low-cost products.
Transitioning from the suitability standard to the “best interest” standard also
will likely be significant for insurance affiliated broker dealers and their agents/
registered representatives because of restrictions on providing investment advice
to prospective clients. Agents may need to enhance their client profiling to
refresh and verify clients’ objectives on an ongoing basis to determine what is in
their best interest.
Lastly, the DOL fiduciary standard is not only time consuming but expensive
for insurers. Whether moving to a level compensation structure, repapering
contracts under the BIC exemption, or developing the infrastructure to
restructure products, alter fee schedules or implement extensive training
programs; the costs and anticipated revenue reductions are starting to be
realized. Principal Financial estimates the cost of compliance to be $1M per
month for the next 18 – 24 months; Ameriprise has estimated DOL related costs
for the first half of 2016 to be $11M63; and Primerica expects to incur $4M – $5M
per year to comply with the DOL fiduciary standard.64

International Capital Standard
The proposed International Capital Standard (ICS) is intended to be a consistent
capital measure for globally active insurers. The ICS’ advocates promote it as
a solution for group wide supervisors to have a better understanding of how
insurers manage capital allocation in an international business.
In the wake of the 2008 financial crisis, the Financial Stability Board directed
regulators to improve the regulatory system—particularly capital standards—
for all of financial services. While the banking industry has received the lion’s
share of attention, the insurance industry is subject to a call for wider change.
Initiatives have included the development of methodologies to identify and
determine accompanying capital requirements for global systemically important
insurers (G-SIIs), as well as insurers that are active in multiple jurisdictions
(called internationally active insurance groups (IAIGs)) but are not necessarily
globally systemically important. The ICS is intended to be a truly global group
measure unlike any current regulatory practice.

Potential effects
Many insurers are concerned that the ICS will potentially force insurers to
adopt “foreign” calculations that differ from current regulatory process and
conflict with existing capital practices. In addition, there has been considerable
regulatory change in recent years and the ICS is yet another initiative insurers
would have to address. If the final ICS calculation is different from current
practices, then all functional areas could be affected because of a knock-on effect
on product portfolio, pricing and investment strategy.
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In a speech in May 2016, Federal Reserve
(Fed) governor Daniel Tarullo provided a
glimpse into the Fed’s supervisory plans for
nonbank systemically important financial
institutions (nonbank SIFIs)65 and savings
and loan holding companies (SLHCs) with
regard to insurance capital standards.66
While the speech did not divulge specific
details concerning the forthcoming
Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
(ANPR), it did introduce specific approaches
for measuring minimum capital standards
for both SLHCs and nonbank SIFIs.67

1. The Fed’s capital valuation frameworks
diverge from global standards.
2. The Building Block Approach (BBA) for
measuring regulatory capital is welcome
news to SLHCs.
3. Nonbank SIFIs will face more challenging
requirements than SLHCs.
4. Stress testing for nonbank SIFIs but
maybe not for SLHCs.
5. The message on liquidity risk management
is largely similar to stress testing.

Accordingly, as the ICS continues to develop, insurers should begin to consider
the potential impact it may have on available capital reserves, required capital
levels, and capital management. Insurers should consider how new capital
standards interact with current regulatory capital requirements and prepare
to identify additional capital resources, understand changing stakeholder and
investor reporting expectations, and assess the wider business impacts such as
insurance product pricing and risk appetite. Furthermore, they should already
be taking an active role in influencing capital standards development, becoming
involved in industry groups and forums, and regularly communicating with
stakeholders in order to manage expectations and ensure appropriate treatment
of company specific issues. Financial reporting teams should consider the need
for updated or new capital disclosures, the communication of capital ratios,
and rating agency concerns. The ICS is likely to increase the need to adapt,
modernize, and enhance the efficiency of core operations.
If enacted, the ICS also is likely to increase the need to adapt, modernize,
and enhance the efficiency of core operations. To prepare for this eventuality,
insurance groups should complete readiness assessments and review their key
systems, data flow, processes and internal controls to determine if they need
new systems and processes. More specifically, insurers may need to develop
and implement internal models and adjusted calculation methods, including
incorporating new risk margin calculations and alternative methods of
classifying available capital.
In relation to organizational structure, insurance holding groups will need to
assess the potential impact of the ICS on the classification of their separate
legal entities. They should review their legal entity organization charts and be
prepared to assign and categorize the regulatory classification of each operating
legal entity within the structure, as various capital frameworks across multiple
jurisdictions could apply.
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Overall, the ICS is only part of the overall regulatory framework for globally
active insurers, called Comframe.68 Other aspects of Comframe, like governance,
risk management policies and ORSA also will likely have a significant impact
on many areas of an insurers business, regardless of what becomes of the
ICS. It’s too early to say for certain what the final ICS will look like, but even
the regulators who question its necessity seem reconciled to the notion that a
common standard will eventually become reality. The big debate is what the one
true ICS should entail and the nature of its calculations supporting it.

Implications
DOL Fiduciary Standard
• The “best interest” standard is likely to restrict certain investment advice to
prospective clients and certainly will impact how insurers approach and conduct
sales. One related development to watch is if the fiduciary standard increases
insurers’ implementation of robo-advice for routine transactions and research.
• There will likely be significant operational and strategic impacts, especially
in the areas of technology, compliance, employee training, product pricing
and development. Moreover, although compliance with the standard is
not mandatory until January 1, 2018, given the strategic, operational and
technology implications, insurers and affiliated and independent brokers and
agents have to address all of these considerations in a very short period of time.

ICS
• The ICS has the potential to affect the entire organization, not just risk and
capital management. Product portfolio, pricing, and investment strategy all
will likely feel the standard’s effect, with resulting pressure to modernize and
enhance core operations. To prepare for this eventuality, insurance groups
should complete readiness assessments and review their key systems, data
flow, processes and internal controls to determine if they need new systems
and processes.
• Because the ICS is still in the developmental stage, we strongly encourage
insurers to take an active role in influencing capital standards development,
become involved in industry groups and forums, and be in regular
communication with stakeholders to manage expectations and ensure
appropriate treatment of company specific issues.
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Generating measurable
business value is model
risk management’s next
developmental stage.

The evolution of model risk management
One of the fastest growing concerns on insurers’ enterprise risk agenda is model
risk management (MRM). Primarily used in the past by actuaries and other
modelers, “model risk” has become a major focus of regulators and the subject of
intense activity and debate at insurers. How MRM has evolved from ad hoc efforts
to its current proactive stage is an interesting story. But more interesting still is
what we believe could be its next stage—generating measurable business value.
The table below illustrates the four stages of MRM’s evolution.
Ad hoc

Reactive

Proactive

Productive

2008 & before

2009-2013

Starting in 2014

TBD

Ad hoc
Organizing and utilizing past experience to predict future claims is core to the
business of insurance. By necessity, models are required to do this. Recognizing
the importance of models, insurers and industry professionals, particularly
actuaries, have long incorporated model reviews into their work.
As new models were introduced or changes made to existing ones—especially if
third-party systems were involved—insurers were careful to ensure consistency
between old and new models. Additionally, internal and external auditors’
procedures recognized the risk that models entail and incorporated verification
and testing in their processes.
What distinguishes this earliest stage is not that model risk was ignored but
rather that MRM was dispersed and informal. Practices varied across the
industry and professional organizations, and different parts and functions
within an insurer. Standards for documentation, both of the models and the
validation process, were largely absent. Typically, not all models were reviewed.
Establishing a comprehensive inventory of all significant models was not the
norm. Likewise, it was not common for insurers to follow consistent procedures
to validate models across the enterprise.

Reactive
Reactive risk management in the insurance industry can be dated to the Great
Recession and its aftermath. In reaction to the events of 2008/2009, regulators and
insurers themselves revisited their risk management processes and governance.
The US Federal Reserve Board took the lead in promulgating new requirements
for the banking sector, including supervisory guidance on model risk
management issued in 2011. Many insurers, especially those designated as SIFIs,
have been working to adopt these guidelines. In 2012, the North American CRO
Council released its model validation principles for risk and capital models,
which included eight core validation principles. For insurers operating in Europe,
Solvency II provided the potential to use an internal model to establish their
capital requirements. To take advantage of this opportunity, insurers needed to
adhere to model validation expectations prescribed by regulators. In the US, the
ORSA Guidance Manual requires insurers to describe their validation process.
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Only after these basic building blocks had been put in place did insurers
developed the practical experience to begin their transition to the next,
proactive stage.

Proactive
The beginning of the proactive stage started in 2014. Since then, in the absence
of detailed insurance-focused regulatory guidelines, most insurers have shaped
their developments to best fit their own circumstances. For example, while there
has been a near uniform increase in resources allocated to MRM, how insurers
deploy these resources has differed significantly. Some have formed large
centralized model management functions and others have allocated most of the
validation responsibility to business units. How the responsibilities are dispersed
across risk, actuarial, compliance and audit functions vary considerably. We
expect that most of these differences are attempts to fit the task to the insurer’s
existing structure and culture.
Likewise, we have seen insurers, more proactively develop procedures that better
fit the unique circumstances of the insurance sector including:
• Incorporating the unique aspects of actuarial models and the development of
standards by actuarial professional organizations.
• Emphasizing the process of assumption setting and the governance of
this process.
• Emphasizing ongoing monitoring and benchmarking necessitated by the long
timeframe and the lack of market data to measure the performance of many
insurance models.

Productive
Recent discussions with forward-thinking insurance company executives and
board members lead us to think a fourth stage may be next. The common
theme is recognition that an insurer’s key asset is the information it possesses
and the models it has developed to turn this information into support for
profit generating decisions. Seen in this light, models are not inconveniences
substituting for “real” data. Rather, they are the machinery that insurers use to
turn their data into salable, profitable costumer solutions.
As a result, MRM becomes the mechanism to enable the machinery to perform
at its best. This includes the normal activities that one would associate with
maintenance, like finding and correcting inadequate performance. But, it
also provides a way to determine how better machinery can be developed and
brought on-line.
The transition to this stage mirrors the transition that has occurred in risk
management in general. Not too long ago, risk management was seen as a
strictly defensive activity. It was more about saying “no” than finding the right
opportunities to say “yes.” Now, risk management is seen as an important
strategic activity that plays a central role in an insurer’s deployment of capital
and its selection of growth opportunities.
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Putting models and the data that feeds them at the center of an insurer’s value
creation engine provides a new perspective. And, by transitioning MRM to the
productive stage, insurers can better utilize this new perspective to address
customer expectations in an information rich environment.

Implications
• MRM is no longer an ad hoc or reactive activity. A proactive approach is now a
necessity to meet internal and external stakeholder demands.
• Insurers are developing MRM practices that fit the needs of their industry.
They will need to continuously communicate to regulators, standards
setters, and other stakeholders how the business of insurance has unique
characteristics compared to elsewhere in financial services.
• Models are among insurers’ greatest assets, and the machinery that they
use to turn data into salable, profitable costumer solutions. Putting models
and the data that feeds them at the center of value creation can provide new
perspectives that better addresses customer expectations. MRM becomes the
tool to keep this machinery productive.

Changing coverage? Brexit’s effect on US insurers
and reinsurers
Brexit may help accelerate
innovation in the
insurance industry.

The UK voted to leave the EU on June 23, 2015. The economic and political
implications are expected to be significant and long-lasting, and not just for
the UK and the EU. The repercussions may be felt far and wide, including by
US insurers and reinsurers. The specifics of how the UK exits the EU will be the
subject of negotiations for at least the next two years.
In the wake of the Brexit vote, financial markets experienced immediate
fluctuations in the EU, the UK, and elsewhere, before stabilizing in the following
weeks. London is a focal point for the global insurance market, and it is one of
the largest trading partners for US insurers.69 The insurance industry is relatively
well positioned to weather turmoil in the UK. The degree to which individual
US insurers feel the effects of Brexit depends on a variety of factors: their
exposure to the UK economy; the degree to which they are subject to the legal,
regulatory, and tax environment within the UK; their reliance on free movement
of goods, and services between the UK and the EU; and their reliance on the free
movement of people across those borders.
The US insurance industry may experience short-term economic pressures,
but some analysts believe Brexit could actually have a positive effect on the
market in the future.70 US insurers may see growth as it’s seen as a more stable
market during this period of uncertainty, and Brexit may even present new
opportunities. Earlier this year, we released a report explaining that now—even
before Brexit—is the time for insurance innovation in a sector that has remained
largely unchanged for more than 100 years.71 Brexit may help accelerate some
of this innovation, and how well insurers do on the other side of Brexit depends
on the planning they do now. Planning can be done by identifying key business
functions to see how and where Brexit is likely to matter most.
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Potential effects from Brexit on US insurers and reinsurers
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How US insurers and reinsurers can
prepare

Business models
and operations

Consider making acquisitions or opening ofﬁces
and subsidiaries in Europe to retain passporting
and comply with EU policies

Treasury

Determine your ability to meet the payout
demands of insurance claims

Legal/
compliance

Understand how to become “Solvency II
equivalent”, and understand the implications to
meeting the requirements in changing market

Finance/tax

Analyze tax impact if the UK no longer recognizes
the EU’s Principal VAT Directive. In particular,
look at insurance transactions that have been
exempt from VAT but might not be in the future

Human
resources

Consider developing services to help employees
adjust to new insurance regulations during the
transition period
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Insurance companies headquartered in the US have varying degrees of exposure
to the situation in Europe. Exposures include holdings; physical assets such as
offices; as well as employees, contractors, and vendors. Above, we illustrate how
these emerging issues may influence UK operations and what US insurers and
reinsurers should do to prepare.

Affected organizational areas
To better understand how Brexit may affect insurance or reinsurance
organizations, below is a framework to determine what areas may be disrupted
and what insurers and reinsurers can do now to strengthen contingency plans
and prepare for the future. Examining the repercussions of Brexit at this level of
detail can help you prioritize the issues and start to uncover effective responses.
Based on client conversations over the months leading up to the Brexit vote and
the time since the result came in, PwC gathered the following information.

Business models and operations
In the wake of the Brexit referendum, liquidity and volatility could keep many
business leaders awake at night. Potential declines in UK economic growth
and fluctuating exchange rates may require changes in business models in the
medium term. Insurers should also revisit their business structures to account for
changes in the tax code and the regulatory environment.
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Some considerations for insurance companies:
• Passporting – Passporting is attracting considerable attention in the Brexit
aftermath, as an important part of negotiations on the UK’s exit. With London
being a major hub for insurance and reinsurance, US insurers with operations
there should consider the impact of the UK losing passporting rights. They
may want to consider acquisitions or opening new locations and subsidiaries
within the EU itself to retain access to the market.
• Opportunities in the US – US insurers are both competing with and
customers of the London insurance market. While US companies operating in
London will face increased exposure, they also may become more competitive.
As many insurers operate through subsidiaries, each serving their own
domestic market, this would most likely limit the direct impact of Brexit.
However, the indirect consequences of lower interest rates or a potential
slowdown in economic growth would set the stage for reduction in costs,
business model transformation, and acquisition opportunities. This growth
may be felt in US companies whether or not they operate in the UK.
• Reinsurance – London is a global focal point in the reinsurance market, serving
the US market as well as others. Even where US firms do not do business in the
UK, they may still use the London market for the pricing of certain risks. As a
result of the Brexit vote, US insurers may want to revisit or renegotiate their terms
with UK-based reinsurers.72 Furthermore, turmoil in the European insurance
market may influence the amount of risk reinsurers are willing to take on.

Treasury
US financial institutions have been handling liquidity and volatility based on
assumptions made long before the Brexit vote. Treasury should prepare for
potential difficulties as the situation continues to unfold. Treasury should also
revisit funding arrangements, credit risk, trapped cash risk, and the possible
triggering of off-balance-sheet contingencies.
Some considerations for insurance companies:
• High pressure, low yield – As the yields on long-term bonds fall, insurers are
faced with a potential discrepancy between their liabilities and their inability
to reinvest at a sufficient yield. As UK bond portfolios mature, insurers may
not be able to find enough yield to meet the future payout demands of their
product offerings.73 The consequences of lower interest rates and potentially
lower GDP growth may lead to profitability challenges in the future.
• Higher operating costs – Brexit may force some US insurance companies to
adjust their cost structures with an eye toward maintaining adequate capital
for their various businesses.

Legal/compliance
Regardless of the outcome of Brexit negotiations, insurers and reinsurers
should consider the effect of the scenarios on key contracts; legal structures;
credit guarantees; client agreements; contracts with third parties, suppliers,
and employees; and a host of other issues that may arise in the new geopolitical
environment. For insurers, Brexit represents a rare chance to revisit or
renegotiate contractual relationships with UK business partner.
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Some considerations for insurance companies:
• Solvency II – Solvency II introduces consistent regulatory standards for
insurance companies operating in the EU. As the Brexit process progresses,
US insurers with operations in the UK should work to understand the
implications of these changes to their business, especially as depending on 6h4
exit arrangements agreed with the EU, the UK may have little influence over
regulation in the future.
• Covered agreement negotiations – In an effort to harmonize regulations
and ease current barriers on US insurers, the US and the EU have been
working toward a covered agreement addressing supervision and exchange of
information. It will be important to keep the lines of communication open.
• Increased oversight – Governing bodies such as the UK’s Prudential
Regulation Authority and the UK’s Financial Conduct Authority may be more
influential than before. Specifically, insurers should make sure their stress
testing is up-to-date and accounts for different Brexit scenarios. Oversight
organizations expect remediation to be done as necessary to make sure
solvency requirements are being met.

Finance/tax
Brexit also presents significant challenges for finance and tax executives in terms
of planning, budgeting, and forecasting. In addition, finance and tax executives
should understand the immediate tax consequences arising from various exit
scenarios. All the while, insurers should distinguish tax changes they can plan for
from changes that require additional information to properly execute.
Some considerations for insurance companies:
• Principal VAT Directive – Insurers operating in the EU have historically been
exempt from EU VAT on insurance and reinsurance transactions and have been
subject to the UK IPT. Though the UK government has expressed its intentions
to be an attractive place to do business, insurers should still assess their
current tax arrangements.
• Tax exemptions for back-office operations and related services – The EU’s
Principal VAT Directive contains a provision that excludes VAT exemption
status for certain back-office operations and other related services provided to
insurers. Currently, insurers operating in the UK have to comply with the EU’s
policy. Post-Brexit, however, these same insurers may only need to satisfy the
broader definition of insurance transactions in the UK’s domestic tax law to
realize the exemption status.74
• Foreign exchange volatility – The EU made it possible for global insurers
and reinsurers to reduce exchange-rate volatility and risk. In the wake of the
Brexit vote, the pound’s value dropped dramatically. During times when both
financial markets and the insurance market are experiencing higher levels of
risk, an inability to manage exchange-rate risk may have negative effects on
bottom-line results.
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Human resources
Brexit may require HR functions to deal with increasing organizational
complexity while managing limited resources. While changing employment rules
will likely affect all firms, any changes to the freedom of travel between the UK
and Europe could have a profound impact on the available workforce for insurers
operating in the UK. Insurers operating in the UK should develop a contingency
plan for European nationals working for them in a post-Brexit UK.
Some considerations for insurance companies:
• Brain drain – Insurers should think about how competition for talent may
change if they relocate or add locations in the EU. It may be important to
determine how to remain attractive to both current and future talent in areas
such as appraising and underwriting.
• Transition troubles – Changes in workforce laws might influence not only the
“who” and “where,” but also the “how.” Insurers should consider developing
services to help their workforce adjust during the transition period. These
services could include providing training to employees on new insurance and
reinsurance regulation as it comes out and how it directly impacts the work
they’re performing.

This is no time to sit back and watch. The Brexit vote
is a once-in-a-generation shift, and insurers should be
prepared to act—or be acted upon.
Implications
While the UK insurance sector has been shaken a bit by the EU referendum,
the vote also has shown the resiliency of insurance companies. In fact, at many
insurers, planning done earlier in the year has clearly helped in the immediate
aftermath. US insurers will likely face many challenges, but there are a number
of opportunities for them. Planning works—and by preparing for the different
Brexit scenarios that could emerge, companies will likely adjust more easily to
any new regulatory norms.
It’s important to remember that the political environment is changing, and we
expect additional considerations and opportunities to arise as the Brexit process
begins. These are early-stage observations, and we are likely to know more about
the shape of upcoming negotiations as we get closer to formal exit talks. But this
is no time to sit back and watch. The Brexit vote is a once-in-a-generation shift,
and insurers should be prepared to act—or be acted upon.
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The transformation of the tax function

2/3

of insurance CEOs see the
increasing tax burden as
a threat to growth. Just
18% of insurance CEOs are
making significant changes
to how they manage
their taxes.
Source: PwC 19th Annual CEO Survey,
January 2016

The insurance marketplace is being transformed—and so is the tax landscape.
Tax continues to be in the spotlight and insurance CEOs are concerned about
increasing tax costs acting as a barrier to growth—fear of rising tax cost is the
second highest worry for insurance CEOs according to PwC’s 19th Annual CEO
Survey.75 At the same time, insurers face significant cost pressures and most
insurance CEOs expect tax costs to be managed efficiently like any other business
cost. The importance and challenge of managing tax costs have never been more
important. Tax has always been one of an insurer’s most significant expenses,
comparable to payroll and claims.
From an operational perspective, tax has found itself running behind the rest of
the finance function, having been scoped-out of the process of rationalization and
automation that has transformed many finance operations over the past decade.
As a result, tax operations still tend to be primarily manual or spreadsheet-based
and disconnected from the main financial systems, forcing tax professionals to
spend far too much of their valuable time on routine data gathering, cleansing,
and reporting processes. Now, however, both technology and support from finance
service centers will be critical in enabling tax teams to source and process what will
likely be much bigger and more diverse datasets. For insurers, in particular, there
is a growing need for tax, risk, actuarial, and finance teams to collaborate more
closely and, where possible, integrate systems. Such systems and process upgrades
will likely speed up reporting and reduce the risk of noncompliance. They will
also help to provide the operational flexibility and adaptability to respond to
continuing change and the ever increasing need for accurate forecasting.
Tax teams are already becoming more embedded within the frontline of the
business. Their direct input into strategic planning will continue to increase
as they take on a more upfront role in areas ranging from product design
and pricing to capital management and workforce planning. Tax teams are
also being called upon to advise on the best location for key operations, with
tax optimization likely to focus on jurisdictions that combine substance and
competitive tax rates. Decisions over the “right” amount of tax to pay takes into
account both the reputational risks and the extent to which tax is now a key
element of an insurer’s “license to operate” in a particular jurisdiction.

Implications
As insurance shifts toward more discrete coverage and real-time pricing, tax
teams will need to operate much closer to commercial transactions and the
underlying risks and cash flows. In addition, the move of governments in the
global arena towards greater tax transparency means that tax needs to provide
much more in the way of operational data to support how a company’s tax posture
relates to the way in which the business operates. These shifts in tax focus means
that tax teams would need to develop a better understanding of how and where
value is created and exchanged and how that impacts the company’s tax posture.
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Global tax outlook
Brexit effect on insurers’ VAT liability
On June 23, 2016, the UK voted to leave the EU. In the wake of the vote
(commonly referred to as “Brexit”), financial markets experienced profound
fluctuations worldwide. The specifics of how the UK exits the EU will be the
subject of negotiations for at least the next two years. Some early observations on
VAT considerations for insurance companies are the following:
• Principal VAT Directive – Insurers operating in the EU have historically
been exempt from Value Added Tax (VAT) on insurance and reinsurance
transactions. Post-Brexit, it is expected that insurers will continue to be subject
to Insurance Premium Tax (IPT) in the UK and insurance transactions would
continue to be exempt from VAT. It is possible that the UK government may
look for additional solutions to maintain its competitiveness in the business
community but amending the IPT and VAT regimes; therefore, companies
should continue to assess the potential impact of the UK IPT and VAT on
insurance transactions.
• Tax exemption for back-office operations and related services – The EU’s
Principal VAT Directive contains a provision that excludes VAT exemption
status for certain back-office operations and other related services provided to
insurers. With Brexit, insurers operating in the UK may only need to satisfy the
broader definition of insurance transactions in the UK’s domestic tax law to
receive the exemption status.

Recent developments in BEPS and State Aid
BEPS update
In 2016, the base erosion profit sharing (BEPS) project moved into the second
phase that focuses on clarification, implementation and monitoring of the action
items set out in the final reports released in October 2015. Government and
tax authorities have been very active, from both a behavioral and a legislative
basis. In June 2016, the OECD held the first meeting in Japan with 57 interested
countries and jurisdictions to create an inclusive framework for ongoing work,
implementation and monitoring of BEPS.
In addition, the OECD has undertaken further work to progress specific BEPS
implementation plans, including:
• A discussion draft on interest deductions in banking and insurance sectors
as part of Action 4 (deductibility of interest). The document provides a
more detailed consideration of the BEPS risks posed by banks and insurance
companies and those posed by entities in a group with a bank or insurance
company, such as holding companies, group service companies and companies
engaged in nonregulated financial or nonfinancial activities. Specifically, the
discussion draft recognizes both sectors are highly regulated and considers
whether the regulatory capital requirements should be sufficient to provide
an industry-specific exception, but the discussion draft did not include such
a proposal.
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• A discussion draft on permanent establishment (PE) profit attribution
guidance under Action 7 (PE threshold). The discussion draft acknowledges
that the original guidance in the Authorized OECD Approach (AOA)
may not be applicable in all cases, so the discussion provides additional
guidance by using five examples to highlight the general considerations of
profit attribution.
• A discussion draft proposing revisions to the transactional profit split method
under Action 8-10 (transfer pricing). The discussion draft clarifies situations
for which the profit split method may be applicable. It also outlines the two
profit split methods: a split of anticipated profits, where there is no further
sharing of risk, and a split of actual profits, where there is an ongoing sharing
of risk. Under both methods, the OECD indicates that profit split factors need
to be reliable and verifiable.
The US has attempted to begin addressing the impact of the BEPS guidance.
The IRS issued on June 29, 2016 final regulations (T.D. 9773) requiring annual
country-by-country (CbC) reporting for US-parented multinational enterprise
(MNE) groups. The new rules will allow for voluntary filing of CbC Reports for
reporting tax periods beginning on or after January 1, 2016 and before June
30, 2016, the effective date of the final regulations. The information collection
requirements in these regulations are to be satisfied by submitting a new
reporting form, Form 8975, Country-by-Country Report, with the taxpayer’s
income tax return.
The final regulations retain the US MNE group annual revenue threshold of
$850 million, which was determined by reference to the USD equivalent of €750
million on January 1, 2015, as provided in the final BEPS report. Taxpayers do
not have to create or maintain records to reconcile CbC reporting information to
consolidated financial statements or tax returns, though they must still maintain
records sufficient to support the report.

State Aid – Tax regimes
On August 30, 2016, the EC announced the final decision in the formal State Aid
investigation into the profit attribution arrangements and corporate taxation
of Apple in Ireland, and ordered Ireland to recover unlawful aid provided to
Apple in the amount of approximately €13 billion. Both Ireland and Apple have
indicated that they will appeal the decision.

Implications
The global tax landscape is undergoing unprecedented, significant change.
Multinational insurers and reinsurers should closely monitor legislative and
regulatory developments pertaining to taxation of overseas profits in each of the
jurisdictions in which they operate to understand the impact of BEPS, Brexit and
any State Aid implications of the tax posture of their operations.
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Federal legislative outlook
Election-year politics are dominating legislative action this year as both parties
lay down policy agendas for 2017 and beyond, and as the Democratic and
Republican presidential candidates advance tax reform plans of their own.
President Obama and the Republican leaders of Congress are offering competing
plans on how to reform the US tax system and to promote other policies intended
to increase economic growth and make American companies more competitive.
While there is much uncertainty related to the future of legislative tax proposals,
there have been significant developments on the judicial and administrative
fronts with respect to insurers that require evaluation in the near term.

Obama Administration revenue proposals
President Obama on February 9, 2016 submitted a fiscal year 2017 budget
to Congress that reaffirms his support for “business tax reform” that would
lower the top US corporate tax rate to 28%, with a 25% rate for domestic
manufacturing income. Significant international tax increase proposals that
have been reproposed include a 19% minimum tax on future foreign income,
and a one-time mandatory 14% tax on previously untaxed foreign income.
The President’s budget once again includes revenue from a large number of
previously proposed tax increases to support business tax reform, including
specific proposals affecting insurance taxation. However, the Presidential budget
proposal identifies only part of the revenue that would be needed to support his
proposed corporate rate reductions.
The Obama Administration’s fiscal year 2017 budget reproposes several revenueincrease measures specific to insurance companies. The proposed legislative
changes generally would apply for tax years beginning after December 31, 2016.
Among the insurance-related measures are provisions that would:
• Disallow the deduction for nontaxed reinsurance premiums paid
to affiliates – This proposal would disallow any deduction to covered
insurance companies for the full amount of reinsurance premiums paid
to foreign affiliated insurance companies with respect to reinsurance of
property-casualty risks if the premium is not subject to US income taxation.
The proposal would provide a corresponding exclusion from income for
reinsurance recovered, and provide an exclusion from income for ceding
commissions received with respect to a reinsurance arrangement for which the
premium deduction has been disallowed. The exclusions are intended to apply
only to the extent the corresponding premium deduction is disallowed. The
proposal would provide an election under which a foreign corporation that is
paid a premium from an affiliate that would otherwise be denied a deduction
could treat the associated investment income as income effectively connected
with the conduct of a trade or business in the US. If that election is made, the
disallowance provisions would not apply.
• Conform net operating loss rules of life insurance companies to those
of other corporations – This proposal would modify the carryback and
carryforward periods for losses from operations of life insurance companies
to conform the treatment to that of other taxpayers. Under the proposal,
losses from operations of life insurance companies could be carried back up to
two taxable years prior to the loss year and carried forward 20 taxable years
following the loss year.
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• Modify rules that apply to sales of life insurance contracts, including
transfer for value rules – This proposal would create a reporting requirement
for the purchase of any interest in an existing life insurance contract with a
death benefit equal to or exceeding $500,000. The proposal also would modify
the transfer for value rule to ensure that exceptions to that rule would not
apply to buyers of policies.
• Modify dividends received deduction for life insurance company separate
accounts – This proposal would repeal the present-law proration rules for life
insurance companies and apply the same proration regime separately to both
the general account and separate accounts of a company. Under the proposal,
the policyholders’ share would be calculated based on a ratio of the mean
of the reserves to the mean of the total assets of the account. The company’s
share would be equal to one less the policyholders’ share.
• Expand pro rata interest expense disallowance for company-owned life
insurance (COLI) – This proposal would curtail an exception to a current
law interest disallowance of a pro rata portion of a company’s otherwisedeductible interest expense, based on the unborrowed cash value of COLI
policies. As modified, the exception would apply only to policies covering the
lives of 20% owners of the business. The proposal would apply to contracts
issued after December 31, 2016, in tax years ending after that date.
• Repeal special estimated tax payment provision for insurance companies
under section 847 – This proposal would repeal IRC Section 847 and would
include the entire balance of an existing special loss discount account in
income in the first tax year beginning after 2016. Alternatively, the proposal
would permit an election to include the balance in income ratably over four
years. Existing special estimated tax payments would be applied.

Congressional action
House Speaker Paul Ryan (R-WI) has called for House Republicans to vote
in 2016 on comprehensive tax reform legislation and on changes to federal
entitlement programs as a way to define and build support for a conservative
legislative agenda. Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-KY) also
is expected to advance a conservative legislative agenda with a focus on
demonstrating an ability to govern and with an eye on protecting the 54-seat
Republican Senate majority.
House Ways and Means Committee Chairman Kevin Brady (R-TX) said that
comprehensive tax reform “will not happen until we have a new president.” He
also said that the Ways and Means Committee will look “with fresh eyes” at a
range of tax ideas, including “consumption tax, cash flow tax, reformed income
tax, and any other approach that will be pro-growth.” On international tax
reform, Chairman Brady discussed the growing number of corporate inversions
and foreign acquisitions involving US companies. Senate Finance Chairman Orrin
Hatch (R-UT) has said he “doubts very much” that international-only tax reform
can be enacted this year. The Finance Committee Republican Majority staff have
been working on options for corporate integration tax reform proposals that
would seek to eliminate the double taxation of corporate earnings.
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On June 24, 2016, House Republicans released a blueprint that proposes to
lower corporate and pass-through business tax rates, reduce individual tax rates,
provide full expensing for business costs, and move the US from a worldwide
international tax system to a territorial dividend-exemption system. Under
the plan, the top US corporate income tax rate would be reduced from 35% to
20%. A new pass-through business income tax system with a top rate of 25% is
proposed for non-C corporation business entities. The current top individual tax
rate would be reduced from 39.6% to 33%, and the current seven brackets would
be replaced with three rates set at 12%, 25% and 33%. Although no revenue
estimates of specific provisions are included in the report, the report states that
the House Republican plan “envisions tax reform that is revenue neutral.” The
House Ways and Means Committee is expected to draft statutory language in
the future.

Insurance developments: Judicial and Administrative
A number of Federal judicial and administrative developments have occurred
during late 2015 and early 2016 concerning insurance companies. These
developments affected insurers in various lines of business:
• Life insurers – The most important significant development for life insurers
was not solely a tax development. In 2016, the NAIC reported that 45 states
representing nearly 80% of total direct premiums have amended their
standard valuation law to adopt life principle-based reserving (Life PBR),
exceeding the minimum requirement of 42 state adoption in order to make
Life PBR implementation effective January 1, 2017, for contracts issued on
or after that date. Life PBR will implicate a number of tax issues, and for the
second time, the IRS and Treasury included guidance on Life PBR in its 20162017 Priority Guidance Plan.
• Nonlife insurers – The Tax Court in 2015 addressed what qualifies as
insurance risk for purposes of classifying contracts as insurance contracts. In
R.V.I. Guaranty Co., Ltd v. Commissioner, 145 T.C. 9 (September 21, 2015), the
court held that residual value insurance (RVI) contracts that protect against
an unexpected decline in the market value of leased personal property qualify
as insurance contracts for federal income tax purposes. The case’s reasoning
relies heavily on the treatment of the contracts by nontax regulators, and it
provides taxpayers further guidance for distinguishing between investment
risk and insurance risk.
• Health insurers – In 2015, a Treasury Inspector General for Tax
Administration report criticized the IRS for the “finality” requirement
that prevents the IRS from assessing health insurers that inadvertently or
otherwise were not assessed the correct amount (or any) of the Health
Insurance Provider Fee. Other health insurance providers still wait for the IRS
to act on refund requests of the fee in 2015. The ultimate resolution remains
uncertain. In 2016 also relevant for health insurers, the IRS issued generic
legal advice on how a Blue Cross or Blue Shield organization must apply an
automatic change in method of accounting for unearned premiums if the
organization fails the medical loss ratio (MLR) requirement of section 833(c)
(5), or if it meets that requirement after failing it in a prior year.
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• Captive insurance companies – During 2015, the IRS issued CCA 201511021,
concluding that contracts indemnifying the policyholder for loss of earnings
resulting from foreign currency fluctuations did not satisfy the three-prong test
to be considered insurance, because foreign currency risk is not an insurance
risk. Less than a year later, the Consolidated Appropriations Act (H.R. 2029)
of 2016 amended section §831(b) to provide an alternative regime for taxing
certain captive small insurance companies. The amendments will be effective
January 1, 2017.
• Cross-border reinsurance – The Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
Circuit ruled in Validus Reinsurance, Ltd v. United States of America, 786 F.3d
1039 (2015) that the federal Excise Tax (FET) on insurance premiums does
not apply to retrocessions between two foreign insurers regardless of whether
the underlying risks are US-based. Accordingly, the IRS issued Rev. Rul. 20163, 2016-3 I.R.B. 282, which revokes the ruling setting forth the IRS’s prior
position on the application of FET on a cascading basis to either reinsurance or
retrocession arrangements between two foreign insurers. The Validus decision
and Rev. Rul. 2016-3 mark the end of controversy with the IRS on this issue,
and most companies already have submitted claims for refund of previouslypaid excise tax on a cascading basis, or plan to do so.
• Inversions – In 2014, the Treasury and the IRS issued Notice 2014-52,
which describes regulations the Treasury and IRS intend to issue concerning
transactions sometimes referred to as “inversions.” The notice included a
“cash box” rule, which targeted taxpayers who engage in certain inversion
transactions with foreign corporations and their subsidiaries with substantial
liquid assets. As a follow up to that notice, the Treasury and IRS issued Notice
2015-79, which describes regulations that IRS and Treasury intend to issue
addressing transactions that are structured to avoid the purposes of §7874
(concerning expatriated entities) and addressing post-inversion tax avoidance
transactions. The latter notice clarifies that property held by a US insurance
corporation and a foreign corporation that is engaged in the active conduct
of an insurance business will be exempted from the “cash box” rule. In April
2016, the Treasury Department released temporary regulations (T.D. 9761)
under section 7874 to limit inversions by disregarding foreign parent stock
attributable to certain prior inversions or acquisitions of US companies,
treating certain expatriated foreign companies as domestic.
• Debt-Equity regulations – On April 4, 2016, the IRS and Treasury also
released proposed regulations (REG-135734-14) addressing whether an
interest in a related corporation is treated as stock or indebtedness, or is part
stock and part indebtedness. The proposed regulations were very controversial
and were the subject of a public hearing on July 14. Although the impact of the
proposed regulations would be felt across all industries, insurance companies
in particular have expressed concern about the treatment under the proposed
regulations of companies filing a life-nonlife consolidated return, the
treatment of surplus notes, and the treatment of some indemnity reinsurance
transactions. The IRS and Treasury Department continue to work toward
finalizing the proposed regulations swiftly, although there is considerable
pressure for the regulations to be withdrawn or reproposed to address
significant shortcomings.
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As in prior years, the IRS and Treasury jointly issued a Priority Guidance Plan
outlining guidance it intends to work on during the 2016-2017 year. The plan
continues to focus more on life than property-casualty insurance companies. The
following insurance specific projects were listed as priority items:
• Final regulations under §72 on the exchange of property for an annuity
contract. Proposed regulations were published on October 18, 2006.
• Guidance on annuity contracts with a long-term care insurance feature under
§§72 and 7702B.
• Regulations under §§72 and 7702 defining cash surrender value.
• Guidance under §§807 and 816 regarding the determination of life insurance
reserves for life insurance and annuity contracts using principles-based
methodologies, including stochastic reserves based on conditional tail
expectations.
• Guidance on exchanges under §1035 of annuities for long-term care insurance
contracts; and
• Guidance relating to captive insurance companies.

Implications
Election year politics and disagreements between President Obama and
Congressional Republicans make domestic or international tax reform unlikely
in 2016. President Obama’s fiscal year 2017 budget proposes several revenueincrease measures specific to insurance companies. However, it is unlikely any
of the measures will be enacted in the short term. Multinational insurers and
reinsurers should closely monitor legislative and regulatory developments
pertaining to taxation of overseas profits. Both the PFIC regulations issued in
2015 and the promised regulations on inversions could have a significant effect
on some companies and their shareholders. If finalized, the section 385 proposed
regulations will impose significant documentation and compliance challenges for
many multinational and multistate insurers. Companies should closely monitor
the developments regarding the regulations.
Life insurers should consider the effect of Life PBR tax issues on product
development, financial modeling, and compliance as they prepare for the
January 1, 2017, effective date. Nonlife insurers with nontraditional lines of
business should consider the effect, of the R.V.I. Guaranty Co (2015) decision
and the Chief Counsel Advice memoranda on the nature of insurance risk and the
presence of risk shifting may have on insurance qualification. Captive insurers
should be prepared for additional IRS scrutiny as a result of the Priority Guidance
Plan item promising guidance, and the inclusion of §831(b) companies in the IRS
“Dirty Dozen” list.
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Goldilocks comes to drug prices
Drug prices have reached a boiling point in the US. Health insurers, patients
and a bipartisan cast of politicians all say they are too high. The pharmaceutical
industry is concerned about further downward pressure on prices and its ability
to fund new innovation. Like the proverbial story of Goldilocks, the search is on
for a pricing formula that is “just right.”

Reminiscent of the proverbial story of Goldilocks, the
search is on for a drug pricing formula that is “just right.”
Under threat of strong government action in 2016, pharmaceutical companies
are contemplating new ways to justify the cost of drugs by collaborating with
insurers, patients and new value assessment groups.76
Many factors are fueling the debate. Spending on more complex specialty
drugs increased nearly 27% in 2014.77 Price increases for branded drugs have
outpaced inflation every year since 2006.78 Even generic drugs, ordinarily a price
deflator, are increasing in price—nearly 9% on average in 2014.79 The trajectory
is expected to continue into 2016 as new specialty drugs costing $100,000+—
expand their market share.80
Consumers are open to financing their prescriptions
More than half of consumers would be willing to pay the cost of a drug over time
instead of all at once

2016

2016

2016

Willing

Not willing

Not sure

53%

17%

30%

Source: HRI Consumer Survey, PwC, 2015
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The focus is also shifting from value to cost and cost is becoming the increasing
focus in the drug pricing decision. How do we best determine cost? Enter
third-party, nonprofit value assessment groups such as the Institute for Clinical
and Economic Review, the National Comprehensive Cancer Network and the
American Society of Clinical Oncology. All are developing formulas for drug
prices based on clinical results, economic impacts, comparative effectiveness,
drug toxicity and more. These are similar approaches that have been used by the
UK’s National Institute for Health and Care Excellence, Germany’s Institute for
Quality and Efficiency in Health Care and other countries to successfully bring
down prices. US health insurers already challenged by the escalating prices may
begin to use the third-party group’s data to negotiate prices.
Consumers are also struggling to afford their medications and according to a
2015 PwC Health Research Institute “Money matters” Consumer Survey, 17% of
American adults have asked their doctors for less expensive prescriptions.81
Politicians are taking notice, including several presidential candidates who
released plans over the last year targeting drug prices and out-of-pocket costs.
In addition, states such as Connecticut, California, Massachusetts and New York,
among others, have enacted and/or are considering legislation of their own.82

Implications
• Use verified outcomes data to build trust – Neither insurers nor
pharmaceutical companies trust each other’s data.83 Collaborative data
collection and analysis efforts between insurers, drug companies and third
parties will help lay the groundwork for new, mutually agreed-upon pricing
and value models based on robust and credible information. Jointly developed
value models will help avoid shifting criteria and defend against arbitrary
drug access decisions by purchasers or legislators.
• Value is in the eye of the beholder and must be defined – As value
assessment groups grow in prominence, drug manufacturers should develop
compelling economic, value and outcomes data available at the time of
launch. Companies should collaborate with patients to better understand
the full value of their products. Value-add programs, such as companion
diagnostics or technologies to improve adherence or reduce side effects, also
will help companies justify costs.
• Pricing models can add value – Value means little if a drug is unaffordable.
Sixty-two percent of survey respondents told PwC Health Research Institute
they would find it difficult to pay for a drug costing more than $12,000 per
year, even with insurance or other assistance.84 Companies should consider the
feasibility of alternative financing models, such as spreading out payments,
to make drugs more affordable and budgeting more predictable.85 Outcomesbased reimbursement agreements, such as those created by Amgen and
Harvard Pilgrim Health Care for the cholesterol-lowering drug Repatha, may
also add value by sharing risk.86
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The new money managers
High-deductible health insurance plans are ubiquitous. Out-of-pocket
expenditures are growing while uncompensated hospital care increases.87
Patients are frustrated with medical billing and payment systems.88 In 2016,
consumers began to manage their own health spending in ways that will likely
ripple across the industry, using new services for healthcare planning that echo
those that grew out of the advent of 401(k) retirement plans.
Consumers, especially younger ones, are interested. More than half of 18 to 34
year olds said they would use a service that helped plan for medical expenses,
according to a 2015 PwC Health Research Institute survey.89 Increasingly,
financial advisors are answering that call. Guiding consumer decisions on how
best to allocate money, the five largest wealth management firms incorporate
healthcare into long-term financial planning.90
Openness to new ways to manage health expenses skews young
Percentage of consumers who would use a service that helped them plan for medical expenses,
similar to what retirement advisors offer today.

56%

33%

9%
18–34

35–54

55+

Source: HRI Consumer Survey, PwC, 2015

Healthcare payment and billing will likely be embedded into broader consumer
experiences, similar to the way other industries link spending to rewards,
offering frequent flier miles, discounts or points. In 2015, John Hancock
Insurance teamed with Vitality to launch the John Hancock Vitality Program.
Consumers receive life insurance premium discounts and accumulate rewards
points for engaging in healthy behaviors.91
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In 2015, Alegeus Technologies announced an agreement with Walgreens, in
which consumers earn points in Walgreens’ Balance Rewards program for
engaging in healthcare financial activities, such as enrolling in and funding
Health Savings Accounts or using their cards for certain purchases.92 Pooling
a variety of consumer activities into a single rewards program, Walgreens is
creating a broad ecosystem to learn how best to interact with consumers.
Companies such as Castlight Health help employers highlight lower-cost, higherquality doctors and hospitals, enabling employees to earn points for making
good decisions.93 Others are setting up transparent healthcare marketplaces.
SpendWell Health allows consumers to shop for routine care at competitive
prices. By providing consumers with total out-of-pocket costs, provider reviews
and an online payment portal—all in advance of appointments—consumers can
better manage their healthcare spending.94
Making things more convenient and seamless for healthcare consumers was Citi’s
aim when it designed Money2 for Health, a website for managing and paying
medical bills. This portal pulls together medical bills, allowing consumers to link
their bank accounts, most credit cards, HSAs and flexible savings accounts. Its
first health plan was Aetna, offering the service free to the insurer’s members.95
“We knew that we had a great opportunity to solve the providers’ issues as well,
by solving first the consumer’s primary pain point. A true win-win,” said Erin
Hatzikostas, President of Aetna’s PayFlex company. “Aetna brought knowledge
of the healthcare industry to the partnership while Citi brought its consumeroriented focus, tools and experience to implement it.”96

Implications
• Engage the ecosystem – Traditional players and new entrants should think
beyond solving discrete payment problems. They should think broadly,
bundling innovative financing with other offerings that cater to consumers’
demands for convenience and value.97 These offerings may be healthcarerelated, but they also can come from other industries such as entertainment,
financial services, retail and hospitality.
• Segment patient populations – Patients approach healthcare with varied
levels of sophistication. Taking lessons from retailers, healthcare companies
should invest in a well-defined consumer segmentation to address specific
needs and perspectives across a customer base.98
• Educate – Infrequent healthcare consumers could be the biggest hurdle,
questioning their roles in managing and financing personal health. Companies
that enter the value chain early, educating consumers on responsibilities and
risks, will likely have a leg up.
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Turnaround and transformation in cybersecurity
Some of the biggest healthcare breaches in history were reported over the
past couple of years, making protection of digital assets a pressing imperative
for health insurers. These numbers have become numbing. Year after
year, cyberattacks continue to escalate in frequency, severity and impact.
Prevention and detection methods have proved largely ineffective against
increasingly adept assaults, and many health insurers are uncertain as to what
to do, and/or may not have the resources to combat these highly skilled and
aggressive cybercriminals.
As this issue has now escalated to the executive level of awareness, forwardleaning business leaders are rethinking their cybersecurity practices and focusing
on a nexus of innovative technologies that can reduce these risks and improve
business performance.
Benefits of security frameworks

49%

Better able to identify & prioritize security risks

Better able to quickly detect & mitigate security incidents

Sensitive data is more secure
Better understand security gaps
& how to improve them
Improved internal & external
collaboration & communications

47%
45%

37%

32%

Source: PwC Turnaround and Transformation: Key ﬁndings from The Global State of
Information Security® Survey 2016

Healthcare organizations are adopting risk based cybersecurity frameworks like
the NIST Cybersecurity Framework and HITRUST to help guide their overall
security practices. As a result of this focus and adoption of these frameworks
they are moving to more advanced authentication solutions to improve
access management.
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Harnessing the power of cloud-enabled cybersecurity
Cloud computing has emerged as a sophisticated cybersecurity tool in recent
years as health insurers have steadily invested in advanced technologies for
data protection, privacy, network security, identity and access management.
Many also have added infrastructure capabilities that enable them to improve
intelligence gathering and threat modelling to better block attacks and accelerate
incident response.
It’s no wonder, then, that 69 % of survey respondents to PwC’s Global State of
Information Security® Survey said they use cloud-based cybersecurity services to
help protect sensitive data and ensure privacy.99 And they entrust a broadening
range of critical services to the cloud, including real-time monitoring and
analytics, advanced authentication, and identity and access management.
The cloud is central to today’s interconnected digital ecosystem. Furthermore,
it is the platform that is enabling organizations of all sizes to leverage and link
cloud-based cybersecurity tools, Big Data analytics and advanced authentication.
The cloud is the conduit that underpins new technology platforms like the
Internet of Things (IoT) and mobile payment systems.
Adoption of cloud-based cybersecurity services
56%

55%
48%

Real-time
monitoring
& analytics

Advanced
authentication

Identity &
access
management

47%

Threat
intelligence

Source: PwC Turnaround and Transformation: Key ﬁndings from The Global State of
Information Security® Survey 2016
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44%

End-point
protection

Advancing authentication to defend data
This year, 60% of healthcare organizations that responded to PwC’s Global State
of Information Security® Survey said they employ multifactor authentication to
strengthen access control, while slightly fewer leverage technologies such as
hardware and software tokens.100 Increasingly, organizations also are starting to
use biometrics such as fingerprint recognition, as well as smartphone tokens, to
strengthen authentication. The most-cited benefits of advanced authentication
tools include enhanced fraud protection, regulatory compliance and security of
online transactions. Health insurers also said that authentication technologies
have helped boost confidence in their security capabilities among customers and
business partners.
How healthcare organizations are responding to rising cyber risks
Many organizations are implementing strategic initiatives—
such as risk-based frameworks and cloud-enabled
cybersecurity—to improve security and reduce risks.

87%
61%

55%

52%

50%

Risk-based Cloud-based Formally Cybersecurity Big Data
security cybersecurity collaborate insurance
analytics
framework
with others

Source: PwC Turnaround and Transformation: Key ﬁndings from The Global State of
Information Security® Survey 2016

The big impact of Big Data
Authentication is key to hardening access controls, but it may not stop skilled
adversaries like nation-states from employing complex malware to infiltrate a
company’s network. As a result, real-time monitoring and analysis is increasingly
important to understanding anomalous patterns that could signal a breach in
progress. In addition to those who leverage cloud-based monitoring services,
50% of respondents to PwC’s Global State of Information Security® Survey said
they use Big Data analytics to improve understanding of external and internal
risks, as well as gain visibility into user behavior. 101
Big Data analytics is being used to model and monitor for cybersecurity threats,
respond to incidents, and audit and review data to understand how it is used,
by whom and when. By deploying a data-driven approach security is shifted
away from a perimeter-based defense and enable organizations to put real-time
information to use in ways that can help predict security incidents. Data-driven
cybersecurity enables companies to better understand anomalous network
activity and more quickly identify and respond to security incidents. It also can
be effective in reducing or quickly detecting employee security incidents by
monitoring their behavior.
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Benefits of data-driven cybersecurity

61%

Better
understanding
of external
threats

49%

41%

Better
Better
understanding of understanding
internal threats
of user behavior

40%
Better visibility
into anomalous
network activity

39%
Improved ability
to quickly identify
& respond to
security incidents

Source: PwC Turnaround and Transformation: Key ﬁndings from The Global State of
Information Security® Survey 2016

Implications
• Organizations should adopt a risk based cybersecurity framework –
Adopting a risk-based cybersecurity framework helps to design, measure and
monitor goals toward an improved cybersecurity program that centers around
the safety and security of client and organizational information.
• Moving to a cloud-based environment enhances security services – Cloudbased security services help protect sensitive data and strengthen privacy.
They entrust a broadening range of critical services to the cloud, including
real-time monitoring and analytics, advanced authentication and identity and
access management.
• Advancing authentication is critical for reducing security risks – Use of
password-less authentication and apps will require that organizations rethink
their approach to identity management and focus solutions on building
identity trust relationships with users.
• Data analytics drives a proactive security solution – Data analytics can help
you improve the ability to quickly identify and respond to security incidents.
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Connecticut Insurance and
Financial Services Cluster members
A snapshot of each of the CT IFS corporate sponsors is provided on the following pages.

Aetna Inc.
National/Worldwide

Amica
Connecticut

Chief Executive
Mark T. Bertolini

Mark Santos

Locations
Headquarters
Hartford, CT

National/Worldwide

Connecticut

National/Worldwide

Chief Executive

Chief Executive

Robert A. DiMuccio

Brian Moynihan

Locations

Locations

Primary location
Hartford, CT

Headquarters
Lincoln, RI

6,000

Number of employees

Number of employees
49,500

Bank of America

Primary location
Danbury, CT
Glastonbury, CT

Headquarters
Charlotte, NC

Kevin Cunningham
Primary location
Hartford, CT

Number of employees
211,000

155

Connecticut

3,000+

2015 total revenues

3,400

$60.3 billion

2015 total revenues

$83 billion

Website

$1.89 billion

Website

www.aetna.com

Website

www.bankofamerica.com

2015 total revenues

www.amica.com

AIX Group, a member of the
Hanover Insurance Group

Anthem Blue Cross Blue Shield

Bouvier Insurance

National/Worldwide

National/Worldwide

National/Worldwide

Chief Executive

Connecticut

Chief Executive
Joseph M. Zubretsky

Joe Swedish
Bob Schultz

Headquarters
Worcester, MA

Primary location
Windsor, CT
Glastonbury, CT

Number of employees
4,800
2015 total revenues
$5 billion

Approximately 200

Robert Bouvier

Robert Bouvier

Locations
Primary location
Wallingford, CT

Number of employees
53,243

Connecticut

Chief Executive
Jill Rubin Hummel

Locations
Headquarters
Indianapolis, IN

Locations

Connecticut

Headquarters
West Hartford, CT

Primary location
West Hartford, CT

Number of employees
1,400

106

2015 total revenues

2015 total revenues

$72.9 billion

$16.6 million

Website

Website

www.anthem.com

www.binsurance.com

106

Website
www.hanover.com
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Carlton Fields Jorden Burt

Deloitte

National/Worldwide

National/Worldwide

Connecticut

Connecticut

Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection &
Insurance Company
National/Worldwide

Chief Executive

Chief Executive

Gary L. Sasso

Cathy Engelbert

Locations

Locations

Greg M. Barats

Headquarters
New York, NY

Primary location
Hartford, CT

Locations

325

Number of employees

Headquarters
Tampa, FL

Primary location
Hartford, CT

Number of employees
30

John Curran

Number of employees
700

Website
www.carltonfields.com

225,000

Connecticut

Chief Executive

Headquarters
Hartford, CT

2015 total revenues

2,500

$35.2 billion

2015 total revenues

Website

$1.28 billion

www.deloitte.com

Website

Greg M. Barats
Primary location
Hartford, CT
450

www.hsb.com

ConnectiCare
National/Worldwide

Grant Thornton LLP
Connecticut

Chief Executive
Michael Wise

Michael McGuire
Headquarters
Chicago, IL

750

Number of employees

National/Worldwide

Connecticut

Chief Executive
Dana Wilson

Locations
Primary location
Farmington, CT

Number of employees
750

Connecticut

Chief Executive
Michael Wise

Locations
Headquarters
Farmington, CT

National/Worldwide

KPMG

Lynne M. Doughtie

Richard P. Caporaso

Locations
Primary location
Hartford, CT
Stamford, CT

Headquarters
New York, NY

Primary location
Hartford, CT
Stamford, CT

Number of employees

2015 total revenues

40,200

$1.8 billion

2015 total revenues

65

30,500
Website

Website

$4.7 billion

www.kpmg.com

www.connecticare.com

Website

505

www.grantthornton.com

Conning
National/Worldwide

Connecticut

The Hartford Financial
Services Group, Inc.

Chief Executive

National/Worldwide

Woody Bradford

Chief Executive

Woody Bradford

Locations

Christopher J. Swift

Headquarters
Hartford, CT

Primary location
Hartford, CT

Locations

240

Number of employees

Number of employees
380

Headquarters
Hartford, CT

Website

17,400

www.conning.com

2015 total revenues

Lincoln Financial Group
National/Worldwide
Connecticut

Chief Executive
Dennis Glass

Christopher J. Swift
Primary location
Hartford, CT
7,000

$18.4 billion
Website
www.thehartford.com
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Locations
Headquarters
Radnor, PA

Primary location
Hartford, CT

Number of employees
9,300
2015 total revenues
$13.6 billion
Website
www.lfg.com

700

Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance
Company

The Navigators Group, Inc.

Prudential Retirement

National/Worldwide

National/Worldwide

National/Worldwide

Chief Executive

Connecticut

Chief Executive
Roger W. Crandall

Stanley A. Galanski
Roger W. Crandall

Locations
Headquarters
Springfield, MA

Primary location
Enfield, CT

Number of employees
7,600

Headquarters
Stamford, CT

Stanley A. Galanski

John Strangfeld

164

2015 total revenues
GWP $1.45 billion

$29.5 billion

Website

Website

www.navg.com

Christine Marcks,
Prudential Retirement

Lori Fouché,
Primary location
Stamford, CT

Number of employees

2015 total revenues

Connecticut

Chief Executive

Locations

679
1,800

Connecticut

Prudential Annuities

Locations
Headquarters
Newark, NJ

Primary location
Hartford, CT
Shelton, CT

Number of employees
49,000

1,725

2015 total revenues
$57.1 billion

www.massmutual.com

Website
www.prudential.com
www.retire.prudential.com
Northwestern Mutual

MiddleOak
National/Worldwide

Connecticut
Gary J. Vallo
Primary location
Middletown, CT

Headquarters
Milwaukee, WI
5,000

60

Connecticut

Chief Executive
Jeffrey Zuzolo

Tim Ryan

Keith Hubert,
Hartford

Scott Davis,
Stamford

Primary location
West Hartford, CT

Locations

280

Headquarters
New York, NY

Number of employees

Number of employees
120

John E. Schlifske

National/Worldwide

Locations

Locations
Headquarters
Middletown, CT
Salem, MA

PwC
Connecticut

Chief Executive

Chief Executive
Gary J. Vallo

National/Worldwide

2015 total revenues

Primary location
Hartford, CT
Stamford, CT

Number of US total employees

2015 total revenues

$27.8 billion

$100 million

Website

Website

www.northwesternmutual.com

46,913

www.middleoak.com

865

US 2016 total revenues
$14 billion
Website
www.pwc.com

Nassau Re
National/Worldwide

Connecticut

Chief Executive
Phillip J. Gass

Phillip J. Gass

2015 total revenues
1.7 billion
Website
www.nsre.com/phoenix
www.nsre.com

National/Worldwide

National/Worldwide

Connecticut

Jack Barnes

Primary location
Hartford, CT

340

Headquarters
Bridgeport, CT

Michael Casparino

Thomas Marra

Thomas Marra

Locations
Primary location
154 Connecticut
branches

Number of employees
5,200

Connecticut

Chief Executive

Locations

Number of employees
670

Symetra

Chief Executive

Locations
Headquarters
Hartford, CT

People’s United Bank N.A.

Headquarters
Bellevue, WA
Number of employees
Over 1,500

Approximately 2,600

Primary location
Enfield, CT
150

2015 total revenues

2015 total assets

$2.2 billion

$39 billion

Website

Website

www.symetra.com

www.peoples.com
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The Travelers Companies, Inc.

Voya Financial, Inc.

National/Worldwide

National/Worldwide

Connecticut

Chief Executive
Alan D. Schnitzer

Alan D. Schnitzer

Locations
Headquarters
New York, NY

Primary location
Hartford, CT

Number of employees
Approximately 30,000

XL Catlin
Connecticut

Chief Executive

Rodney Martin

Mike McGavick

Locations

Locations

Headquarters
New York, NY

Primary location
Windsor, CT

Number of employees
Approximately 7,400

National/Worldwide

Chief Executive

Approximately 6,500

Headquarters
Hamilton, Bermuda

Approximately 1,900

Approximately 7,300

2015 total revenues

2015 total revenues

Approximately $27 billion

$11 billion

$9.4 billion

Website

Website

Website

www.travelers.com

www.voya.com

www.xlgroup.com

UnitedHealthcare

Webster Bank
Connecticut

Chief Executive
Stephen Hemsley

Mike Matteo,

James C. Smith

Chief Growth Officer,
Optum

Locations

UnitedHealthcare
of New England

Locations
Primary location
Hartford, CT

Approximately 650

Connecticut

Headquarters
Waterbury, CT

James C. Smith
Primary location
Waterbury, CT

Number of employees
3,318

2,357

2015 total revenues
$904.2 million

Number of employees
180,000

Primary location
Stamford, CT

Chief Executive

Stephen Farrell, CEO,

Headquarters
Minnetonka, MN

National/Worldwide

Mike McGavick

Number of employees

2015 total revenues

National/Worldwide

Connecticut

5,000

Website
www.websterbank.com

2015 total revenues
$157.1 billion
Website
www.uhc.com

Vantis Life Insurance Company
National/Worldwide

Connecticut

Chief Executive
Peter L. Tedone

Peter L. Tedone

Locations
Headquarters
Windsor, CT

Primary location
Windsor, CT

Number of employees
95

85

2015 total revenues
$43.2 million

Special recognition
In addition to the companies listed,
United Illuminating, a subsidiary of
AVANGRID, Inc., and First Niagara
Financial Group, recently merged with
Key Corp/Key Bank, have been longstanding partners with the CT IFS in
business recruitment for the insurance
and financial services industry.

Website
www.vantislife.com

Source: Provided by companies listed
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PwC thought
leadership
We invest in developing points of view on significant issues affecting all facets of the insurance
industry. The publications below are a sample our recent thought leadership that can be found
at pwc.com and on our award-winning thought leadership app, 365®.
Health Research

Spotlight

2016 Health and Well-being Touchstone Survey results

Institute
May 2016

shoots
Scaling up
fertile soil for the green
care models have provided
Population health:
analytics, patient
advances and pioneering
need more sophisticated

www.pwc.com/fsi
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they will
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management.
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